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ABSTRACT
Continuous semiconductor technology scaling and the rapid increase in computa-
tional needs have stimulated the emergence of multi-/many-core processors. While
up to hundreds of cores can be placed on a single chip, the performance capacity of
the cores cannot be fully exploited due to high latencies of interconnects and mem-
ory, high power consumption, and low manufacturing yield in traditional (2D) chips.
3D stacking is an emerging technology that aims to overcome these limitations of
2D designs by stacking processor dies over each other and using through-silicon-vias
(TSVs) for on-chip communication, and thus, provides a large amount of on-chip re-
sources and shortens communication latency. These benefits, however, are limited by
challenges in high power densities and temperatures.
3D stacking also enables integrating heterogeneous technologies into a single chip.
One example of heterogeneous integration is building many-core systems with silicon-
photonic network-on-chip (PNoC), which reduces on-chip communication latency sig-
nificantly and provides higher bandwidth compared to electrical links. However,
silicon-photonic links are vulnerable to on-chip thermal and process variations. These
viii
variations can be countered by actively tuning the temperatures of optical devices
through micro-heaters, but at the cost of substantial power overhead.
This thesis claims that unearthing the energy efficiency potential of 3D-stacked
systems requires intelligent and application-aware resource management. Specifically,
the thesis improves energy efficiency of 3D-stacked systems via three major compo-
nents of computing systems: cache, memory, and on-chip communication. We analyze
characteristics of workloads in computation, memory usage, and communication, and
present techniques that leverage these characteristics for energy-efficient computing.
This thesis introduces 3D cache resource pooling, a cache design that allows for
flexible heterogeneity in cache configuration across a 3D-stacked system and improves
cache utilization and system energy efficiency. We also demonstrate the impact of
resource pooling on a real prototype 3D system with scratchpad memory.
At the main memory level, we claim that utilizing heterogeneous memory modules
and memory object level management significantly helps with energy efficiency. This
thesis proposes a memory management scheme at a finer granularity: memory object
level, and a page allocation policy to leverage the heterogeneity of available memory
modules and cater to the diverse memory requirements of workloads.
On the on-chip communication side, we introduce an approach to limit the power
overhead of PNoC in (3D) many-core systems through cross-layer thermal manage-
ment. Our proposed thermally-aware workload allocation policies coupled with an
adaptive thermal tuning policy minimize the required thermal tuning power for PNoC,
and in this way, help broader integration of PNoC. The thesis also introduces tech-
niques in placement and floorplanning of optical devices to reduce optical loss and,
thus, laser source power consumption.
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1Chapter 1
Introduction
Continuous semiconductor technology scaling has led to a transition from single-core
to multi-core processors, and the trend is now moving towards many-core architec-
tures (Owens et al., 2007), as shown in Fig. 1·1. Using traditional (2D) chip design
methods, as the number of cores per chip grows, chip area increases, which worsens
manufacturing yield in return. In addition, the communication latency among on-
chip resources also increases along with chip area and restricts the performance of
many-core systems. 3D stacking is an emerging integration technology that has the
potential of overcoming these limitations of 2D chip design (Loh, 2008). Instead of
expanding chip size horizontally, 3D stacking utilizes the vertical dimension to inte-
grate more resources by stacking processor dies on top of each other. Since every die
is manufactured separately, yield does not decrease as the number of on-chip cores
grows. Interconnects between dies in 3D stacking are implemented using through-
silicon-vias (TSVs), which provide lower effective communication latency compared
to electrical links in 2D designs owing to the shorter length of TSVs and larger po-
tential bandwidth (i.e., as a large number of TSVs can connect stacked chips without
the pinout restrictions). One other benefit of 3D stacking is the ability of integrating
dies with heterogeneous technologies in a single chip, e.g., multi-core systems with
DRAM or many-core systems with silicon-photonic network-on-chip (PNoC). In sum-
mary, compared to 2D designs, 3D stacking allows for lower communication latency,
better yield, and higher efficiency due to integration of heterogeneous technologies.
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Figure 1·1: 40 years of microprocessor trend data (Rupp, 2015).
In tandem with the benefits above, 3D stacking also introduces challenges in on-
chip resource and thermal management. First, due to the diverse resource require-
ments of workloads, statically optimized on-chip resources may be under-utilized,
which leaves potential performance improvement on the table. Second, as a larger
number of on-chip resources are integrated vertically, the power density per footprint
of 3D-stacked systems is much higher than 2D systems, which often leads to ther-
mal violations. Last but not least, technologies such as PNoC are highly sensitive
to on-chip thermal and process variations. These variations may result in PNoC
malfunction (Mohamed et al., 2010) or high power overhead to compensate for the
variations, which limit PNoC’s wide adoption in computing systems.
This thesis claims that application-aware, cross-layer design and resource manage-
ment techniques are essential for energy-efficient 3D-stacked multi-/many-core sys-
tems. Specifically, the thesis improves the performance and energy efficiency of 3D-
stacked multi-/many-core systems by identifying workloads’ resource requirements,
constructing systems with flexible heterogeneity that is capable of catering to these
various requirements, and intelligently managing the available resources under power
and thermal constraints.
31.1 Problem Statement
3D stacking enables integrating more on-chip resources compared to 2D designs. At
the same time, resource management becomes even more essential, especially for
memory and communication resources, due to the increasing number of cores. 3D
stacking also allows for heterogeneous technology integration (DRAM + logic, PNoC
+ logic, etc.). Considering the complexity and heterogeneity, design of efficient archi-
tectures and resource management policies in 3D systems, especially in data access
and transmission, can make a tremendous difference in system energy efficiency.
Recent research explores performance and energy efficiency benefits of 3D-stacked
systems by considering fixed computational and memory resources (Black et al., 2006;
Loh, 2008), where a core cannot dynamically change its hardware resources. Differ-
ent types of workloads, however, exhibit different needs for hardware resources (e.g.,
cache/memory usage or computation intensity), where a fixed homogeneous architec-
ture (where each core has the same amount of resources) cannot always meet these
needs. Heterogeneous designs, such as systems with various core types or heteroge-
neous memory architecture designs, have been proposed as a solution to this challenge.
However, such systems also typically have fixed resources that are not reconfigurable
at runtime and do not provide flexibility for diverse resource requirements of applica-
tions. In addition, heterogeneous systems are more complex and expensive to design
compared to homogeneous systems.
Resource pooling, where components of a core can also be used by other cores, en-
ables “flexible heterogeneity” (i.e., each core can adjust its hardware resources flexibly)
in a multi-core processor. The flexible heterogeneity provided by resource pooling can
address various resource needs of workloads by reconfiguring resources among cores
according to the demand (Ipek et al., 2007; Ponomarev et al., 2006). However, in
conventional 2D chips, resource sharing is strongly limited by the long access latency
4of remote resources in the horizontal dimension (Homayoun et al., 2012). Sharing re-
sources across a chip becomes particularly inefficient for a large number of cores and
large chip sizes. In 3D-stacked systems, TSVs can be used for pooling resources among
multiple layers due to its short length and low latency. A recently proposed resource
pooling design for 3D systems with homogeneous layers enables pooling performance-
critical microarchitectural components such as register files and load/store buffers
vertically (Homayoun et al., 2012). This approach demonstrates considerable energy
efficiency improvement in 3D systems using resource pooling. However, the perfor-
mance and energy efficiency potentials in pooling on-chip memory resources (e.g.,
caches or scratchpad) in 3D-stacked systems has not been studied prior to our work.
Diversity of workloads in resource requirements does not only reflect in cache us-
age, but also in main memory. There are various types of memories provided by
memory vendors optimized for latency, bandwidth, or power, targeting a wide range
of system requirements. For example, Reduced Latency DRAM (RLDRAM) is a
type of memory optimized for low latency, which makes it ideal for network switch
and router applications (MICRON, 2016). RLDRAM’s bandwidth is smaller and
power consumption is significantly higher compared to DDR3. On the other hand,
Low Power DRAM (LPDRAM) reduces power consumption substantially, but has
higher access latency and lower bandwidth (MICRON, 2013); thus, it is attractive
for power-constrained systems such as mobile platforms. However, a single memory
module cannot provide the lowest latency, highest bandwidth, and lowest power con-
sumption at the same time, making a homogeneous memory system sub-optimal in
terms of energy efficiency for serving a diverse set of applications. A heterogeneous
memory system, which contains diverse memory modules, is able to cater to a wide
range of workloads with higher energy efficiency, compared to homogeneous memory
systems (Phadke and Narayanasamy, 2011; Chatterjee et al., 2012). A major chal-
5lenge, however, lies in how to efficiently manage the memory allocation/reallocation
among different memory modules based on workloads’ memory access patterns (Agar-
wal et al., 2015; Tran et al., 2013).
In many-core systems, the on-chip communication among cores, caches, and on-
chip memory controllers plays an important role in system performance and energy
efficiency. The ever-increasing thread-level parallelism exhibited by multi-threaded
workloads requires network-on-chip (NoC) bandwidth to increase correspondingly.
Emerging application domains (e.g., cognitive or big data applications) are expected
to require even larger network bandwidths. Thus, using electrical links to provide low
latency and large bandwidth while staying within limited power budgets is becoming
increasingly difficult. Silicon-photonic links have been proposed as potential replace-
ments for electrical links in NoC designs because they provide significantly higher
bandwidth density (Gb · s−1 · µm−1), lower global communication latency, and lower
data-dependent power (Joshi et al., 2009; Ramini et al., 2012). However, the thermal
tuning power consumption required to compensate the impact of thermal and process
variations on optical devices (such as ring resonators) and the power consumption of
laser sources restrict the wide adoption of PNoC, especially in many-core systems due
to the large chip area. For example, every ring modulator/filter resonates at a fixed
optical frequency to modulate/filter optical signals. With the presence of thermal
and process variations between a sender and a receiver, optical frequencies of these
devices may shift in different amounts and fail to match each other, leading to po-
tential data loss or errors. Research work that has been carried out in the area of
PNoC thermal management ranges from device-level techniques (DeRose et al., 2010;
Djordjevic et al., 2013) to chip floorplanning techniques (Ding et al., 2012; Coskun
et al., 2016). The most common approach is to integrate a micro-heater under each
optical transmitter (ring modulator or ring filter) and control temperatures of optical
6devices by heating them up (DeRose et al., 2010). However, this approach is energy-
inefficient when optical frequency variation is high among optical devices or when a
system is underutilized. Thus, there is an essential need for low-power techniques
that can align optical frequencies for on-chip optical devices.
In summary, albeit the benefits of 3D stacking on integrating more on-chip re-
sources and heterogeneous technologies in a single chip, its true potential in perfor-
mance and energy efficiency remains unearthed without application-aware, cross-layer
resource and thermal management techniques.
1.2 Thesis Contribution
This thesis improves energy efficiency of 3D multi-/many-core systems through (1)
resource management techniques and (2) thermal management techniques. Our re-
search does not only show the performance and energy efficiency improvement of
providing heterogeneity in memory resources and conducting thermal management
of 3D multi-/many-core systems, but also provides a reusable cross-layer simulation
framework to enable future research. Specifically, the contributions of this the-
sis are as follows:
• We demonstrate that cache requirement varies significantly among modern
single-thread workloads. Motivated by this observation, we introduce a 3D
Cache Resource Pooling architecture (3D-CRP) (Meng et al., 2013; Zhang
et al., 2015) that requires minimal architectural modifications compared to con-
ventional (fixed) cache. We propose a novel application-aware job allocation and
cache pooling policy for efficient sharing of cache partitions across workloads.
We demonstrate that 3D-CRP achieves 19% improvement on average in sys-
tem energy efficiency (Meng et al., 2013) and show the potential performance
benefits when using 3D-stacked DRAM as well (Zhang et al., 2015).
7• We introduce a novel low-power 3D Modular Multi-Core system (3D-MMC)
(Zhang et al., 2013), composed of homogeneous layers to augment system per-
formance with minimal design cost compared to traditional 2D design. We
propose a shared memory resource pooling technique to improve system perfor-
mance in 3D-MMC. We demonstrate that memory resource pooling brings up to
48% runtime reduction when memory is highly stressed. 3D-MMC also provides
a demonstration of SW applications running on a 3D multi-core system.
• We argue that designing a system with heterogeneous memory components has
significant potential to improve energy efficiency, and we propose a technique for
memory object classification and allocation (MOCA). MOCA creates a profile
of each object’s memory access behavior to determine which memory module is
the most suitable for this object in a given heterogeneous memory system (con-
sisting of latency-, bandwidth-, and power-optimized memory modules). We
also design a page allocation algorithm cognizant of memory object-level per-
formance profiles. MOCA improves the energy delay square product compared
to an equivalent homogeneous memory system with DDR3 modules by 17.3%
on average for memory-intensive workloads and by 19% on average compared
to application-level page allocation for workloads with memory object diversity.
• As the number of cores integrated on a chip increases, PNoC provides potential
benefits. To be able to accurately model performance, power, and temperature
of many-core systems with PNoC, we design a cross-layer modeling stack, which
considers device properties and layout in thermal simulations and temperature-
dependent laser source power (Abellan et al., 2016).
• This thesis, for the first time, introduces a thermally-aware workload allocation
method to balance temperatures of optical devices in many-core systems with
8PNoC (i.e., a “RingAware” policy) (Zhang et al., 2014). We demonstrate
that RingAware outperforms existing thermally-aware job allocation policies in
balancing temperatures of on-chip optical devices.
• We enhance RingAware with awareness of thermal and process variations and
design FreqAlign (Abellan et al., 2016), to further minimize optical frequency
difference among optical devices. Coupled with FreqAlign, we also propose an
Adaptive Frequency Tuning policy, (AFT) (Abellan et al., 2016), to control
optical frequencies of optical devices adaptively based on their temperatures at
runtime to reduce tuning power of many-core systems with PNoC. FreqAlign
combined with AFT reduces thermal tuning power in many-core systems with
PNoC from 20 W on average to lower than 1 W .
• As design-time decisions greatly affect on-chip thermal conditions, we also in-
vestigate the impact of place-and-route (P&R) on on-chip thermal conditions,
provide on-chip laser source placement and sharing schemes under various PNoC
logical topology and physical layout combinations (Chen et al., 2014), and pro-
pose a cross-layer framework to optimize P&R solutions (Coskun et al., 2016).
1.3 Organization
The rest of this thesis starts with a review of the background and related work on
3D-stacked architectures, state-of-the-art cache/memory resource management tech-
niques, as well as thermal management approaches for PNoC in Chapter 2. Chapter 3
studies cache requirements of modern workloads. Then, we introduce the proposed
3D-CRP architecture and the corresponding workload allocation policy. In Chapter 4,
we introduce our work on memory access scheduling in 3D-MMC followed by a pro-
posed memory management technique, MOCA, for heterogeneous memory systems.
9We present a full modeling stack of performance, power, and thermal simulations
for many-core systems with PNoC at the start of Chapter 5. Then, we introduce
the proposed runtime thermal management techniques and the design-time P & R
optimizations. Chapter 6 concludes the thesis and discusses future research directions.
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Chapter 2
Background and Related Work
This thesis aims to improve the performance and energy efficiency of 3D-stacked sys-
tems through intelligent resource and thermal management techniques. To this end,
this chapter starts with a discussion of the state-of-the-art 3D-stacked architectures
and previous work in memory resource management in multi-core systems. Then,
we introduce the PNoC background and existing work in thermal management tech-
niques for many-core systems with PNoC. We conclude the chapter by highlighting
the novel aspects of our work compared to existing work.
2.1 3D Stacking Technology
3D stacking is a technique to stack silicon dies vertically to make them a single de-
vice. Manufacturers perform 3D die stacking in the following two major approaches:
face-to-face and face-to-back stacking (Noia and Chakrabarty, 2014). Face-to-face
On-chip 
Resources
TSVs
(a) (b)
Figure 2·1: (a) An example of 3D face-to-back stacked system using
TSVs. (b) Micrograph of TSVs structure (Courtesy of LSM, EPFL).
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approach connects the resources on two dies through micro-bumps and uses TSVs
for I/O and power supply. This approach is limited to stacking two dies together.
Face-to-back approach uses either only TSVs or TSVs + micro-bumps for the inter-
connects between dies. A TSV is a vertical electrical link that goes through a silicon
wafer. Compared to micro-bumps, TSVs have substantial higher integration density.
Figure 2·1 shows an example of a 3D system based on face-to-back stacking approach
and TSV connections in (a) and a micrograph of TSV structures in (b). 3D stacking
enables integrating a larger amount of on-chip resources compared to traditional 2D
IC design and integration of dies with different technologies, which provides increased
efficiency by limiting/avoiding off-chip communication.
3D system architectures can be broadly classified into two categories: logic + logic
systems and logic + other systems. The former includes heterogeneous die stacking
and homogeneous die stacking. Heterogeneous die stacking involves splitting a planar
design’s logic area into two or more layers (e.g., the 3D version of an Intel Pentium 4
family processor (Garrou et al., 2008)), and vertically stacking additional blocks (e.g.,
more caches, reservation station, etc.) to target different market segments (Loh, 2008)
to improve processor performance. The latter generally refers to stacked systems that
include other technologies over the logic die. For example, stacked DRAM on the logic
die provides shorter memory access latency and higher bandwidth compared to off-
chip DRAM chips (Garrou et al., 2008). Other examples in this category, utilizing
GlobalFoundries’ 130 nm process and Tezzaron’s FaStack technology, respectively,
are 3D-MAPS (Kim et al., 2012), where the logic die consists of 64 cores operating at
277 MHz and the stacked memory die contains 256KB SRAM, and Centip3De (Fick
et al., 2012), a configurable near-threshold 3D-stacked system with 64 ARM Cortex-
M3 cores. In this thesis, we investigate the resource/thermal management techniques
for 3D systems to improve their performance and energy efficiency.
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2.2 On-Chip Resource Management
Although 3D stacking allows integration of more on-chip resources, it does not auto-
matically bring more efficient computing compared to 2D designs. Workloads usually
have very diverse needs for chip resources. If the extra resources are only private
(e.g., private cache), the resources might be under-utilized for most of the time. An
architecture that can support sharing resources among dies together with a manage-
ment policy to decide the resources allocation among dies are essential to unveil the
real performance and energy efficiency potential in 3D-stacked systems. In this sec-
tion, we give an introduction on on-chip memory resource management in 2D and 3D
systems and discuss relevant work on management of other microarchitectural units.
Resource Pooling
Resource pooling is a design technique that allows for components of a core to
be shared with other cores, which enables flexible heterogeneity (each core can adjust
its hardware resources flexibly) in a multi-core processor. Prior work on resource
pooling has mainly focused on 2D multi-core systems. Ipek et al. propose a re-
configurable architecture to combine the resources of simple cores into more powerful
processors (Ipek et al., 2007). Ponomarev et al. introduce a technique to dynamically
adjust the sizes of the performance-critical microarchitectural components, such as
reorder buffer or instruction queue (Ponomarev et al., 2006). However, as the number
of on-chip cores increases, the long access latency among resources on 2D chips makes
it difficult to get fast response from the pooled resources. In 3D systems, stacking the
layers vertically and using TSVs for connection enable short access latency among on-
chip resources. Homayoun et al. are the first to explore microarchitectural resource
pooling in 3D-stacked processors for sharing resources at a fine granularity (Homay-
oun et al., 2012). As memory is also a performance-critical component in computer
systems, an architecture with memory resource pooling in 3D system can bring sub-
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stantial performance improvements to the system. However, none of the prior work
investigates cache or memory resource pooling in 3D systems.
Cache Partitioning and Reconfiguration
Cache resources are important to a processor’s performance, thus, cache sharing
and partitioning have been well studied in 2D multi-core systems. For example, a
cache architecture named molecular caches is proposed to create dynamic heteroge-
neous cache regions (Varadarajan et al., 2006). One other technique partitions caches
between multiple applications based on their cache miss rate during runtime (Qureshi
and Patt, 2006). Chiou et al. propose a dynamic cache partitioning method though
fine-grain control of cache placement policy (Chiou et al., 2000). However, the ben-
efits of cache sharing in 2D systems are highly limited by the on-chip interconnect
latency, and sharing the L2 cache among multiple cores is significantly less attractive
when the interconnect overheads are taken into account (Kumar et al., 2005).
Cache design and management in 3D-stacked systems have been investigated re-
cently. Sun et al. explore the energy efficiency benefits of 3D-stacked MRAM L2
caches (Sun et al., 2009). Prior work on 3D caches and memories either considers
integrating heterogeneous SRAM or DRAM layers into 3D architectures (e.g., (Meng
et al., 2012; Jung et al., 2011)), or involves major modifications to conventional cache
design (e.g., (Sun et al., 2009)). Compared to such heterogeneous 3D systems, a 3D
system with homogeneous layers and resource pooling features is more scalable to a
larger number of cores and a wider range of workloads (Zhang et al., 2015).
Runtime Management of Multi-core Systems
To manage on-chip resources for improved performance and energy efficiency, an
intelligent runtime policy is required. Recent research on runtime policies in 2D
systems generally focuses on improving performance and reducing the communication,
power, or cooling cost through job allocation. For example, Snavely et al. present
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a mechanism that allows the scheduler to exploit the workload characteristics for
improving processor performance (Snavely and Tullsen, 2000). Das et al. propose an
application-to-core mapping algorithm to maximize system performance (Das et al.,
2012). Bogdan et al. propose a novel dynamic power management approach based
on the dynamics of queue utilizations and fractional differential equations to avoid
inefficient communication and high power density in NoC (Bogdan et al., 2012).
Dynamic job allocation in 3D systems mostly addresses power and thermal chal-
lenges induced by vertical stacking. For example, dynamic thermally-aware job
scheduling techniques use thermal history of cores to balance the temperature and
reduce hot spots (Coskun et al., 2009a; Zhu et al., 2008). Zhou et al. propose an
OS-level workload scheduling algorithm for optimizing 3D system temperature (Zhou
et al., 2008). Another technique is proposed to dynamically adapt core resources
based on application needs and thermal behavior to boost performance while main-
taining thermal safety (Hameed et al., 2011). However, such methods do not perform
a detailed performance analysis of workloads or investigate flexible heterogeneity in
memory resources, and thus, leave potential energy efficiency unclaimed.
2.3 Heterogeneous Memory Systems
3D stacking enables on-chip DRAM for short access latency and high bandwidth.
However, the capacity of stacked DRAM die is highly restricted by the area of logic die,
which limits the performance of applications with large input work sets. Using off-chip
memory together with on-chip memory to construct heterogeneous memory systems
can effectively counter such issues. However, data allocation within heterogeneous
memory systems needs to be carefully managed to improve performance.
There has been extensive study in heterogeneous memory system architecture and
management. We first discuss prior work that exploits heterogeneity in DRAM to
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construct a heterogeneous memory system. We then discuss other methods that use
on-chip scratchpad memory, 3D-stacked DRAM or phase change memory (PCM) to
construct heterogeneous memory systems.
Exploiting Heterogeneity in DRAM
Phadke et al. (Phadke and Narayanasamy, 2011) employ latency, bandwidth, and
power optimized memory modules and choose a single optimal memory module for an
application based on offline profiling. As shown in Section 5.5.2, their method leaves
substantial performance and energy savings at the table. Chatterjee et al. (Chatterjee
et al., 2012) place critical words in a cache line in latency-optimized memory module
and rest of the cache line in power-optimized modules. For a heterogeneous system
comprising of bandwidth optimized and capacity optimized memories, Agarwal et al.
(Agarwal et al., 2015) propose a page placement policy, which places highly accessed
pages in bandwidth-optimized memory. This is efficient for graphics processing unit
(GPU) programs, which hide memory latency well.
Heterogeneous Memory Architecture
Prior work constructs a heterogeneous memory system comprising of either on-
chip scratchpad memory (Shen et al., 2016; Peo´n-quiro´s et al., 2015) or 3D-stacked
memory (Meswani et al., 2015; Tran et al., 2013; Dong et al., 2010b; Lee et al., 2013)
or non-volatile memory such as PCM (Dulloor et al., 2016; Pavlovic et al., 2013)
and traditional DRAM. Many of these employ page-level policies to utilize the lowest
latency memory module available in the system optimally. To do so, they either track
frequently accessed pages and move them to this module (Meswani et al., 2015; Dong
et al., 2010b; Lee et al., 2013; Pavlovic et al., 2013) or control the amount of memory
mapped to such a module based on bandwidth utilization (Tran et al., 2013).
Several prior approaches employ an application profile based scheme to guide data
placement. Shen et al. (Shen et al., 2016) use PIN-based (Luk et al., 2005) profiling
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to track array allocations to place frequently accessed and low-locality arrays in on-
chip scratchpad. They also decompose larger arrays into smaller chunks for fine grain
data placement. Dulloor et al. (Dulloor et al., 2016) profile memory access patterns
of data structures as either sequential, random, or involving pointer chasing. Data
structures exhibiting latency-sensitive patterns like pointer chasing are then placed
in DRAM and the rest are placed in PCM. Peon-Quiros et al. (Peo´n-quiro´s et al.,
2015) profile dynamically allocated data structures for embedded system applications.
They track frequency of access per byte and changing memory footprint over time of
these structures to place them in either on-chip SRAM or off-chip DRAM modules.
While future memory systems will employ such varied forms of memory tech-
nologies as envisioned in these prior works, our work aims to highlight the benefits
of utilizing the heterogeneity in DRAM modules and managing workloads’ data in
memory object level.
2.4 Silicon-Photonic Network-on-Chips
As the number of cores per chip increases and there is higher parallelism in emerging
workloads (especially in emerging cognitive or big data applications), the requirement
for on-chip network bandwidth also raises. Silicon photonics is a promising technol-
ogy to support this increasing demand for high-bandwidth and energy-efficient on-
chip communication in future many-core systems. Compared to an Electrical NoC
(ENoC), a PNoC tends to have higher bandwidth density with lower data-dependent
power dissipation. Thus, designing an energy-efficient PNoC has been widely ex-
plored (Shacham et al., 2007; Joshi et al., 2009; Pan et al., 2009; Vantrease et al.,
2008; Cianchetti et al., 2009; Kirman et al., 2006; Ramini et al., 2012). We provide
the relevant background of PNoC and the challenges in its adoption in this section.
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Figure 2·2: A silicon photonic link.
2.4.1 Silicon-Photonic Link
A PNoC is composed of silicon-photonic links, each of which contains the following
devices: (1) a laser source that emits optical waves, (2) a coupler that couples optical
waves from the laser source to a waveguide, (3) a waveguide that carries optical waves,
(4) a driver that receives electrical signals from the circuit side, (5) a ring modulator
that modulates optical waves at the transmitter side based on the electrical signals
of the driver, (6) a ring filter that filters optical waves at the receiver side, (7) a
photodetector that converts optical signals into electrical signals, and (8) an amplifier
that amplifies electrical signals, as shown in Fig. 2·2. To transmit data without errors
or loss, the ring modulator and filter must resonate at the same frequency as the
optical frequency of the corresponding laser source.
There are two major factors that affect the optical frequencies of silicon-photonic
devices and can lead to optical frequency mismatch: with-in-die (WID) process vari-
ations and thermal variations. The WID process variations means that due to the
manufacturing process limitations, the actual physical dimensions of silicon-photonic
devices (e.g., height, width, or radius) may differ from the designed values. Such
variations depend on the quality of manufacturing process and the locations of these
devices on a wafer. The mismatch in physical dimensions of silicon-photonic devices
caused by such variations results in a mismatch between the designed and the actual
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optical frequencies of these devices. Since silicon-photonic devices are spread across
the whole chip for a system with a PNoC, they may have different amounts of pro-
cess variations, which causes optical frequency mismatch. Such process variations are
measurable after the chip manufacture and their impact can be compensated through
thermal management. Thermal variations have significant impact on optical frequen-
cies of silicon-photonic devices such as ring resonators, due to the thermo-optic effect
(thermal modulation of the refractive index of a material). We explain the details of
the thermal sensitivity of silicon-photonic devices in the next subsection.
2.4.2 Thermal Sensitivity of Silicon-Photonic Devices
The refractive index of a material changes as its temperature changes, which is known
as thermo-optic effect. Optical devices manufactured using silicon are extremely sen-
sitive to thermal changes because silicon possesses a relatively large thermo-optic coef-
ficient (the refractive index changes significantly under a given temperature change).
For example, the ring resonators for PNoC are commonly designed around a cen-
ter wavelength (λ0) of 1550 nm, and they have a thermal sensitivity (∆λR) of 78
pm/K (Orcutt et al., 2012). This translates to a 9.7 GHz frequency shift per degree
(∆fR), based on the following equations:
F0 =
c
λ0
= 193 THz, (2.1)
∆λR
λ0
=
∆fR
F0
(2.2)
Thus, for every degree of temperature difference between a ring modulator and a ring
filter in a silicon-photonic link, there is a resonant frequency mismatch of 9.7 GHz.
The impact of thermal variations among silicon-photonic devices, depends on the
corresponding resonant frequency difference as well as the frequency spacing between
two adjacent wavelengths in a waveguide. In PNoC, every waveguide is multiplexed
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Figure 2·3: Impact of resonant frequency mismatch. Case 1: Small mis-
match reduces the filtered optical power; Case 2: Large mismatch may result
in a ring to filter the data of its neighboring ring in the frequency domain.
by a number of optical waves in different wavelengths, i.e., wavelength-division mul-
tiplexing (WDM). The spacing between adjacent wavelengths in each waveguide de-
pends on the free spectral range (FSR) of a ring resonator design and the number of
wavelengths multiplexed onto this waveguide (nλ), as shown below:
FSR =
c
2pirng
(2.3)
Fspacing =
FSR
nλ
(2.4)
where ng is the group index, c is the speed of light, and Fspacing is the spacing in
resonant frequency for two adjacent wavelengths in a waveguide. The impact of
resonant frequency mismatch is shown in Fig. 2·3, where FWHM represents full
width at half maximum. When the mismatch is small, a ring filter receives only
a portion of the signal power, resulting in less current from the photodetector and
causing data loss (Case 1). As the mismatch increases, a ring filter may even filter
the optical waves corresponding to its neighboring resonant frequency (Case 2).
The laser sources are also sensitive to temperature variations (Kimoto et al., 2003).
There are two major ways of integrating laser sources with the chip package: off-
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chip integration and on-chip integration (Heck and Bowers, 2014). For off-chip laser
sources, their temperatures are typically controlled to guarantee the frequencies of
emitted optical waves, or a frequency locking circuit is employed. The operation of
these off-chip laser sources is agnostic to on-chip temperatures. On the other hand,
on-chip laser sources’ temperatures are affected by chip thermal conditions due to
their close proximity to the computational components. Thus, for a PNoC with on-
chip laser sources, one must control the optical frequencies of both ring resonators
and laser sources for reliable silicon-photonic link operation.
2.4.3 Thermal Management in PNoCs
To counter the impacts of WID process and thermal variations, there have been
techniques proposed from device level to system design and management level, most
of which utilizes thermo-optic effect.
At the device level, there are two common ways to protect the silicon-photonic
devices from temperature variations: (1) actively control the temperatures of these
devices; (2) choose/design silicon-photonic devices that are less thermally-sensitive.
Active temperature control (or localized thermal tuning) is carried out by integrat-
ing micro-heaters with silicon-photonic devices (DeRose et al., 2010). During PNoC
operation, the micro-heaters can heat up each silicon-photonic device to a fixed tem-
perature, which usually is the maximum temperature allowed for on-chip logic compo-
nents. Process variations can be measured after chip manufacture and their impact on
optical frequency can be countered using thermo-optic effect by heating up ring res-
onators with optical frequency shift. As for the athermalization techniques, one can ei-
ther clad silicon with materials with negative thermo-optic coefficient (TOC) (Djord-
jevic et al., 2013) or couple the silicon-photonic devices with other athermal devices
such as Mach-Zehnder interferometers (MZI) (Guha et al., 2010). Generally speak-
ing, active thermal control techniques are easier to implement, are able to provide
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flexibility in runtime thermal management, and are more mature. However, it is
very energy-inefficient when the optical frequency difference among silicon-photonic
devices is high. On the other hand, passive techniques that make silicon-photonic
devices athermal do not require extra energy for thermal management, however, they
are usually not compatible with traditional CMOS manufacturing process and may
not correct for process variations. Thus, using micro-heaters is a more common way
for PNoC thermal management.
One of the main challenges of designing an energy-efficient PNoC is the large
thermal tuning power overhead, which negatively affects the system energy efficiency.
There has been extensive research conducted on chip design techniques for preemptive
PNoC thermal management. One approach (Nitta et al., 2011) integrates redundant
ring resonators in order to provide higher tolerable temperature gradients among ring
modulators and filters within a given thermal tuning budget. In this technique, a ring
group is defined as a collection of co-located ring resonators used to implement a com-
munication interface. Usually, every ring modulator has only one associated ring filter
in a silicon-photonic link and they are in different ring groups. If there is a tempera-
ture gradient between these two ring groups, optical signals are either lost or filtered
by neighboring ring filters. Adding extra ring filters creates a sliding ring window,
which takes advantages of the fact that the resonant frequencies of ring resonators
in one ring group shift the same amount during temperature changes and allowing
the optical signals to be all filtered out by the neighboring ring filters. Another chip
design thermally decouples the processor die from the photonics die by inserting an
insulator layer in between to make active thermal tuning more efficient (Demir and
Hardavellas, 2015). This design assumes that each ring resonator is only integrated
with a micro heater (without a temperature sensor) and all the ring resonators work
at a fixed temperature (90 oC) using localized thermal tuning. Normally, the ther-
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mal tuning power is mostly wasted as it dissipates through the processor stack and
also heats up the processor die. To prevent such power waste, this design adds an
insulator layer between the processor die and the photonics die, which keeps the
temperatures for silicon-photonic devices more stable and minimizes the spatial and
temporal thermal coupling between logic components and silicon-photonic devices.
As for the runtime PNoC thermal management techniques, one method, named
Aurora (Li et al., 2015b), leverages localized tuning and workload allocation tech-
niques and embodies a cross-layer approach at the device, architecture and OS levels.
At the device level, Aurora controls small temperature variations by applying a bias
current through the ring resonators (Manipatruni et al., 2008). For larger tempera-
ture changes, packets are rerouted away from hot regions, and dynamic voltage and
frequency scaling (DVFS) reduces temperature of hot areas. At the OS level, a job
allocation policy prioritizes jobs to the outer cores of the chip. Since workload alloca-
tion decides the power profiles of systems, it directly impact the thermal conditions
of silicon-photonic devices. However, there has not been research focusing PNoC
thermal management through workload allocation techniques until our work.
2.5 Distinguishing Aspects from Prior Work
The novel aspects of our work compared to the existing research are as follows:
Our 3D-CRP work (Meng et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2015) in Chapter 3 is the first
to propose a cache resource pooling architecture complemented with a novel dynamic
job allocation and cache pooling policy in 3D multi-core systems, which requires min-
imal hardware modifications. Our dynamic job allocation and cache pooling policy
differentiates itself from prior work as it partitions the available cache resources from
adjacent layers in the 3D-stacked system in an application-aware manner and utilizes
the existing cache resources to the maximum extent. We also evaluate the perfor-
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mance, energy efficiency, and thermal behavior of multi-core 3D systems with and
without DRAM stacking. In addition, our work improves the performance model
of the 3D system with stacked DRAM by introducing a detailed, accurate memory
access latency model for on-chip memory controllers.
Our 3D-MMC work (Zhang et al., 2013) in Chapter 3 introduces both the hard-
ware architecture and software implementation for a novel low-power 3D system. We
focus on exploiting resource pooling at fine granularity and provide a practical im-
plementation. We apply homogeneous stacking, which results in lower wafer and 3D
bonding costs compared to heterogeneous partitioning.
MOCA (Zhang et al., 2017) in Chapter 4 is our proposed technique to name
and allocate the memory objects instantiated during workload execution for better
performance and energy efficiency. MOCA creates a detailed profile of each object’s
memory access behavior so as to determine which memory module is the most suitable
for this object in a given heterogeneous memory system. We design a page allocation
algorithm cognizant of the memory module best suited for an object to improve
system energy efficiency.
Our runtime thermal management of 3D many-core systems with PNoC (Zhang
et al., 2014; Abellan et al., 2016) in Chapter 5, for the first time, addresses matching
the optical frequencies of both ring resonators and on-chip laser sources, at a low
power cost. In our work, we propose a workload allocation policy that considers both
on-chip thermal and process variations coupled with a thermal tuning policy that sets
target frequency for silicon-photonic devices adaptively based on system’s thermal
condition. Our management policies require much lower thermal tuning power for
system, and they are effective also in presence of process variations.
Our laser source sharing and placement methodology (Chen et al., 2014) and cross-
layer floorplan optimizer (Coskun et al., 2016) for 3D many-core systems with PNoC
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in Chapter 5 simultaneously consider NoC bandwidth constraints, thermal constraints
and physical layout constraints to determine on-chip silicon-photonic devices’ P & R
solution to reduce PNoC power consumption.
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Chapter 3
Cache Resource Management in 3D
Multi-core Systems
3.1 Overview
Modern processors get significant performance improvement from caches. It is ex-
pected that CPU performance generally increases along with larger cache sizes. How-
ever, larger caches consume higher power, and bring varying performance improve-
ments for different applications due to their varying cache usage. Thus, depending
on the applications, the optimal cache size to achieve the best energy efficiency may
differ. In this work, we use energy-delay-product (EDP) to represent the energy effi-
ciency. In homogeneous 3D-stacked systems, each core on each layer has a fixed size
private last-level cache (LLC), which potentially restrains the system’s performance
and energy efficiency. In this section, we investigate the impact of LLC cache (L2
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Figure 3·1: IPC of SPEC CPU 2006 benchmarks for increasing L2
cache size. The IPC values are normalized with respect to using a
256 KB L2 cache.
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Figure 3·3: IPC improvement of SPEC CPU 2006 benchmarks using
stacked DRAM in comparison to off-chip DRAM.
cache, in our target systems) sizes on performance and energy efficiency of various
applications. Although we focus on L2 cache in this work, our proposed technique
can also be applied to the other levels of caches in the multi-core systems.
To quantify the impact of L2 cache, we simulate a single core with varying L2 cache
sizes (from 0 KB to 2048 KB with a step of 256 KB) and compare the performance
and power consumption of the applications in SPEC CPU 2006 benchmark suite.
We use Gem5 (Binkert et al., 2011) for performance simulation, McPAT (Li et al.,
2009) and CACTI 5.3 (Thoziyoor et al., 2008) for core and cache power consumption,
respectively (details of our simulation methodology are presented in Section 3.2.3).
Figure 3·1 shows the normalized IPC of all applications under different L2 cache
sizes. As shown in Fig. 3·1, among all applications, soplex, omnetpp, and bzip2 have
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Figure 3·4: L2 MPKI of SPEC CPU 2006 benchmarks under cache
sizes from 256 KB to 2048 KB.
significant performance improvement at large L2 cache sizes of up to 1.8x. We call
such applications cache-hungry applications. On the other hand, applications such
as bwaves barely benefit from an L2 cache larger than 256 KB. Figure 3·2 shows the
core + cache power consumption for all applications under different L2 cache sizes.
As shown in the figure, the power consumption increases with L2 cache size in general.
Figure 3·1 and Fig. 3·2 indicate that while some applications’ EDP values strongly
benefit from large caches, others have marginal or no benefits. Such variances of IPC
and power motivates tuning L2 cache size to optimize system EDP. Thus, we propose
a homogeneous 3D architecture that enables vertical cache resource pooling (CRP).
In addition to the requirement of LLC size, the memory access behavior also differs
among applications; thus, memory system architecture is also affecting performance
and energy efficiency. Owing to the small area cost of TSVs, on-chip 3D-stacked
DRAM can have higher bandwidth and more parallelism in memory access, which
leads to a lower average queuing latency in memory controllers and higher system
performance (Loh, 2009). Figure 3·3 shows the performance improvement of on-
chip stacked memory over off-chip memory and Fig. 3·4 shows the L2 miss per kilo-
instruction (MPKI) of the applications under different L2 cache sizes with off-chip
memory. These results demonstrate that there is a strong correlation between per-
formance improvement of using on-chip memory and the L2 MPKI of an application.
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Applications such as astar, calculix, and hmmer do not show obvious performance
improvement on a system with on-chip DRAM (compared to the same system with
off-chip DRAM) memory while some other applications’ performance is significantly
improved (e.g., bwaves, gcc, libquantum). As for bzip2, omnetpp, and soplex, they
benefit more from stacked memory when they have a small amount of cache resources.
This is because memory access rate directly affects the queuing delay in memory con-
trollers. If all cores attached to a memory controller have high memory access rates,
the memory controller queuing delay increases dramatically. Therefore, in systems
with stacked memory, we also need to consider the memory access intensity for each
memory controller when allocating workloads.
3.2 Cache Resource Pooling in 3D Stacked Systems
3.2.1 Cache Resource Pooling Architecture
In this section, we describe the proposed CRP architecture (Meng et al., 2013; Zhang
et al., 2015). The CRP architecture is demonstrated using a four-layer 3D system
that has one core with a private 1 MB L2 cache on each layer. The vertically
adjacent caches are connected via TSVs for cache pooling, as shown in Fig. 3·5 (a).
On-chip communication is performed through shared memory. Thus, all L2 caches
are connected to a shared memory controller. Figure 3·5 (b) shows an example of
the differences in cache resource allocation between the systems with fixed L2 caches
and CRP. In this example, applications 1 and 3 require larger caches than the other
two applications, and thus, acquire extra cache resources from their adjacent layers
in the proposed CRP architecture. In contrast, in a system with fixed L2 caches, an
application can only work with a fixed amount of cache.
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Figure 3·5: Proposed 3D system with cache resource pooling versus
3D systems with fixed 1 MB caches. In (a), cores are able to access
caches on the adjacent layers through the TSVs.
3D-CRP Design Overview
Enabling cache resource pooling in 3D systems requires some modifications to the
conventional cache architecture. The modified cache architecture allows cores in the
homogeneous 3D-stacked system to increase their private L2 cache sizes by pooling
the cache resources from the other layers at negligible access latency penalty. The
objective of our design is to improve the system energy efficiency, which can be divided
into two aspects: (1) to improve the performance by increasing cache size for cache-
hungry applications, and (2) to save power by turning off unused cache partitions
for non-cache-hungry applications. We focus on pooling L2 caches because L2 cache
usage varies significantly across applications as shown in Section 3.1. It is possible to
extend the strategy to other levels of caches.
Cache size is determined by cache line size, number of sets, and level of associa-
tivity. We adjust cache size by changing the cache associativity with the other two
parameters fixed. We base our architecture on the selective way cache architecture
proposed in prior work (Albonesi, 1999), which aims at turning off unnecessary cache
ways for saving power in 2D systems. We call each cache way a cache partition in our
design. Each partition is independently poolable to one of its adjacent layers. In order
to maintain scalability of the design and provide equivalent access time to different
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Figure 3·6: Cache resource pooling implementation.
partitions, we do not allow cores in non-adjacent layers to share cache resources. We
also do not allow a core to pool cache partitions from both upper and lower layers
at the same time to limit the design complexity. In fact, we observe that for most of
the applications in our experiments pooling cache resources from two adjacent layers
at the same time would not bring considerable performance improvement.
3D Cache Partition Management Implementation
To implement cache resource pooling in 3D systems, we introduce additional hardware
components to the conventional cache architecture. As shown in Fig. 3·6, we make
modifications to both cache status registers and cache control logic.
In 3D-CRP, the cores need to access cache partitions from both the local layer and
remote layers. First, we add a Local Cache Status Register (LCSR) for each local
L2 cache partition (e.g., there are four partitions in a 1 MB cache in our design)
to record the status of local cache partitions. There are four possible statuses for
each local cache partition: used by local layer, used by upper layer, used by lower
layer, and turned off. Each LCSR keeps two bits to indicate the current status of the
corresponding partition as listed in Fig. 3·6 (d). The status of local cache partitions
is used for deciding the destination of the output data and hit signals. Second, we
introduce Remote Cache Status Registers (RCSR) for the L1 cache so that L1 cache is
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aware of its remote L2 cache partitions when sending L2 access requests. We maintain
two 1-bit RCSRs in L1 caches for each core. If both RCSRs of an L1 cache are set
to 0, there is no remote cache partition in use. In contrast, an RCSR bit is set to 1
if the core is using cache partitions from the corresponding adjacent layer. RCSR 0
and RCSR 1 denote the upper layer and the lower layer, respectively. The values of
these registers are set by the runtime management policy in Section 3.2.2.
Through LCSRs and RCSRs, the cores are able to communicate with cache par-
titions from multiple layers. When there is an L1 miss, the core sends a request and
the requested address based on RCSRs, as shown in Fig. 3·6 (b). Once the requests
and addresses arrive at the cache controller, the tag from the requested address is
compared with the tag array. At the same time, the entries of each way are chosen
according to the index. The destinations of data and hit signals are determined by
LCSR of the corresponding cache partition after a cache hit. We add a multiplexer
to select the destination, as shown in Fig. 3·6 (c). When there is an L2 cache hit, the
hit signal is sent back to the cache at the destination based on LCSR. When both
the local hit signal and the remote hit signal are 0, thus indicates an L2 miss.
As the cache partitions can be dynamically re-assigned by the runtime policy, we
need to maintain the data integrity of all the caches. In case of a cache partition
re-allocation (e.g., a partition servicing a remote layer is selected to service the local
core), we write back all the dirty blocks from a cache way before it is re-allocated.
When a cache line is invalidated, both LCSRs and RCSRs are reset to 0 to disable
the access from remote layers.
Larger 3D-CRP Systems with On-Chip DRAM
We name all the cores vertically stacked in the 3D architecture as a column. In the
single-column system, we use off-chip DRAM because the chip area is not sufficiently
large to include a reasonable DRAM size such as 1 GB. For a larger system with more
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An example showing cache resource pooling within a column.
cores organized in columns, the memory access rate increases as the number of cores
increases, which results in longer memory access latency. When multiple memory
controllers are used with stacked DRAM, it helps reduce the average memory access
latency for larger 3D systems. Figure 3·7 shows the cross-section of a 16-core 3D-CRP
system and an example of cache resource pooling within a column, respectively in (a)
and (b). Stacked DRAM layers are located at the bottom of the 3D-CRP system and
there are four memory controllers on the bottom logic layer, one for each column.
However, the workloads of each column may have a different memory access rate,
which results different memory access latencies. The column with workloads that
all have a high memory access rate suffers from long memory access latency while
the column with non-memory-intensive workloads does not. Therefore, a policy to
monitor and adjust the job allocation in the aspect of memory accesses is necessary for
such designs. Through job allocation, we balance the memory access intensity among
columns to decrease the average memory access latency and improve the performance.
Implementation Overhead Evaluation
To evaluate the area overhead of 3D-CRP, we assume that each 1-bit register requires
12 transistors, each 1-bit 4-to-1 multiplexer requires 28 transistors and each 1-bit 2-to-
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1 multiplexer (mux) has 12 transistors. We need ten 1-bit transistors for LCSRs and
RCSRs, one 64-bit 1-to-4 demultiplexer (demux) and one 64-bit 4-to-1 mux for data
transfers, one 30-bit 1-to-4 demux and one 30-bit 4-to-1 mux for address transfers (for
4 GB memory, we need 32-bit demux and mux), one 2-bit 4-to-1 mux for destination
selection, one 1-to-2 demux to send back the hit signal to remote layers and two AND
gates to generate L2 cache requests. Thus, the total number of required transistors
3D-CRP is limited to 5460 (10×1-bit register+ 2×64-bit 1-to-4 demux + 2×30-bit
4-to-1 mux + 1×2-bit 4-to-1 mux + 1×1-bit 1-to-2 demux + 2×AND gate). We
assume there are 128 TSVs for two-way data transfer between caches, 60 TSVs for
the memory address bits, and four additional TSVs for transferring L2 requests and
hit bits between the caches on adjacent layers. To connect to a memory controller,
we assume there are 30 TSVs for memory address bits, and 512 TSVs for receiving
data from the memory controller. TSV power has been reported to be much lower
compared to the overall power consumption of a chip (Zhao et al., 2011); thus, we do
not take TSV power into account in our power simulations. We assume that TSVs
have 10 µm diameters and a center-to-center pitch of 20 µm. The total area overhead
of TSVs is less than 0.1 mm2, which is negligible compared to the total chip area of
10.9 mm2. Prior work (Homayoun et al., 2012) shows that the layer to layer delay
caused by TSVs is 1.26 ps, which has no impact on the system performance as it is
much smaller than the CPU clock period at 1 GHz. If there is on-chip DRAM, the
memory controller is also connected to DRAM through TSVs, which brings extra 512
TSVs for data transmission and 32 TSVs to send commands to a memory module.
3.2.2 Cache Resource Management Policy
To efficiently manage the cache resources and improve the energy efficiency using
3D-CRP, we introduce a runtime job allocation and cache resource pooling policy.
We first explain the details of the proposed policy for the system shown in Fig. 3·5,
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where each layer has one core and a 1MB L2 cache. Then we introduce the extended
policy for larger 3D-CRP systems.
Overview of Cache Pooling
Based on the fact that different applications need varying cache resources to achieve
their optimal energy efficiency, as stated in Section 3.1, we propose a two-stage run-
time policy to allocate the cache resources within a single-column 3D-CRP system.
The flowchart is shown in Fig. 3·8. The policy contains two stages: (1) Job allocation,
which decides on the core each job should run on, and (2) Cache resource pooling,
which distributes the cache resources between a pair of jobs.
assign a single cache 
partition to each job Ji
predict perf. improvement (pi)
sort all jobs based on pi
allocate J1 & J4, J2 & J3 on 
adjacent layers (see Figure. 9)
assign 1 or 4 partitions
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Figure 3·8: A flow chart illustrating our runtime job allocation and
cache resource pooling policy. (*) pi represents the predicted IPC im-
provement for each job when running with 4 cache partitions compared
to running with 1 partition. (**) Condition is checked only if Ji and Jj
are competing for the same partition.
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Stage 1: Job Allocation Across the Stack
In this stage, we allocate the jobs to the 3D system with both energy efficiency and
thermal considerations. The allocation is based on an estimation of the jobs’ IPC
improvement (pi) when running with four partitions compared to running with one
partition. The estimation of pi is conducted using an off-line linear regression model
that takes runtime performance counter data as inputs. At the beginning, we assign
n jobs to n cores in the system in a random manner, and start running the jobs for
an interval (e.g., 10 ms) using the default reserved cache partition (each core has
a reserved L2 cache partition of 256 KB that cannot be pooled). The performance
counters that we use in estimation are L2 cache replacements, L2 cache write accesses,
L2 cache read misses, L2 cache instruction misses, and number of cycles. The linear
regression model is constructed by their linear and cross items. We train the regression
model with performance statistics from simulations across 15 of our applications and
validate the model using another four applications. The prediction error is less than
5% of the actual performance improvement on average. When implemented in a real
system, this predictor can be integrated with the OS. The OS needs to periodically
read the hardware performance counters to collect data and feedback to the predictor.
In the next step, we sort the jobs based on their predicted performance improve-
ments and group them in pairs by selecting the highest and lowest ones from the
remaining sorted as (J1 ≥ J2 ≥ J3 ≥ J4) according to their pi. In this case, we
group four jobs into two pairs (J1, J4 and J2, J3). As for temperature consideration,
we allocate the job pair with higher average IPC to the available cores closest to heat
sink as shown in Fig. 3·9 (a). The reason is that the cores on layers closer to the
heat sink can be cooled more effectively in comparison to cores farther from the heat
sink (Coskun et al., 2009a).
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L3
L4
J1
J2
J3
J4
Rank w.r.t. cache needs:
J1 ≥ J2 ≥ J3 ≥ J4
Pair
Rank w.r.t. IPC:
J3 ≥ J1 ≥ J2 ≥ J4
J1J4 J2 J3
Heat Sink
L1
L2
L3
L4
J3
J2
J1
J4
Li: Layer i   Ji: Job i
(a) An example to illustrate the job allocation stage
Used cache partition Unused cache partition
core3
core4
Unused partitions
p3 > t
p4 > t
Core3's partition (#PAR3)
core3
core4
p3 > p4
p4 > t
core3
core4
Core4's partition (#PAR4)
#PAR3 = 4
#PAR4 = 1
#PAR3 ++
#PAR4 ++
#PAR3 ++
#PAR4 no change
i. ii. iii.
(b) An example that illustrates the cache resource pooling 
among a job-pair in our run-time policy. #PAR  refers to the 
number of cache partitions
L3
L4
Figure 3·9: The 2-stage intra-column runtime job allocation and cache
resource pooling policy.
Stage 2: Cache Resource Pooling Among Job Pairs
In the second stage, we propose a method to manage the cache resources within
each job pair. In order to determine whether a job needs more cache partitions, we
introduce a performance improvement threshold (t). This threshold represents the
minimum IPC improvement a job should get from an extra cache partition to achieve
a lower EDP. We use (Power/IPC2) to calculate EDP. The key to derive t is based
on the observation: the EDP of cache-hungry jobs decreases when the number of
cache partitions of the job increases due to the high performance improvement. On
the contrary, for non-cache-hungry jobs, the EDP increases when the acquired cache
partitions increase because the performance is only slightly improved while the energy
consumption increases. For a lower EDP, the following inequality should be satisfied:
Power
IPC2
>
Power +4Power
(IPC +4IPC)2 (3.1)
IPC and Power refer to performance and power values before we increase the number
of cache partitions, while 4IPC and 4Power are the variations in IPC and power
when the job uses an additional partition. From this inequality, we obtain:
4IPC
IPC
>
√
1 +
4Power
Power
− 1 = t (3.2)
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When performance improvement is larger than t, increasing the number of par-
titions reduces the EDP of the job. We compute t as 3% on average based on our
experiments with 19 SPEC benchmarks. We compute the amount of cache partitions
to assign to each job by utilizing t and pi. If pi of one job is greater than 9.3%
((1 + 3%)3 − 1), we assign four cache partitions to it; otherwise, we keep one parti-
tion for the job. The 9% is obtained from the threshold of increasing the partition
from one to four. Then, we iteratively increase the number of cache partitions for
each job if three conditions are satisfied: (1) pi > t, (2) the job has not reached the
maximum number of partitions, and (3) pi > pj. The maximum number of partitions
is seven for jobs that are assigned four partitions, and four for jobs that are assigned
one partition. If pi < t, we revert the job to previous partitions. We keep the job
with current partitions once it reaches the maximum number of partitions. The last
condition is only checked if jobs Ji and Jj are competing for the same cache partition.
We give an example cache assignment where one job in a job-pair is assigned
one cache partition and the other job is assigned four cache partitions, as shown in
Fig. 3·9 (b). In step i, the performance improvements of both jobs are greater than
the threshold, so we increase one cache partition for both Core3 and Core4 in step ii.
At last, we assign the cache partition to the job with higher performance improvement
(Core3 in this case).
Inter-Column Job Allocation on Larger 3D-CRP Systems
For larger 3D-CRP systems with multiple columns, the cache requirements and perfor-
mance of cores might be different across the columns. To balance the cache-hungriness
among the columns, we perform inter-column job allocation after sorting the jobs as
a load balancing policy in such systems.
We first assign weights to each core according to the corresponding cache require-
ments. We then average the weights for each column (WAV Gi) and the whole 3D
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Inter-Column Reallocation:
  while (if |WAVGi-WAVGT| ≥ threshold for any i = 0, 1, 2, 3)
    do
    1. Sort WAVGi;
    2. Take the task with the largest weight in the column which
        has the largest WAVGi as task 1;
    3. Take the task with the smallest weight in the column which
        has the smallest WAVGi as task 2;
    4. Swap task 1 and task 2;
    5. Compute the new WAVGi for i = 0, 1, 2, 3;
  endwhile
Figure 3·10: The illustration of inter-column job allocation algorithm.
system (WAV GT ) and compare each WAV Gi with WAV GT to see the difference. A
threshold is set up to check whether the difference between WAV Gi and WAV GT is
large. If the threshold is exceeded, the highest-weight task in the column with the
largest WAV Gi and the lowest-weight task in the column with the smallest WAV Gi are
swapped to balance the cache-hungriness. This process is iterated until the difference
between each WAV Gi and WAV GT is under the threshold. We perform job migration if
needed after the iteration converges. The algorithm is shown in Fig. 3·10. After the
inter-column job allocation, the system pairs all jobs and decides the cache resource
allocation inside each column as stated in the previous subsections. Furthermore,
from the memory access perspective, since the jobs within one column could have
higher average memory access than the jobs in the other columns, the memory ac-
cess latency of this particular column may be potentially higher than the latency of
the other columns. Therefore, when doing the inter-column job allocation, we also
consider the L2 miss per cycle (MPC). We balance the L2 MPC as well as the cache
hungriness to balance the memory accesses among all columns.
Figure 3·11 shows a simple example of job allocation in a 16-core 3D system with
cache resource pooling architecture. In this system, we have four columns and each
column has four cores; the columns are named C1, C2, C3, and C4. Columns C1 and
C4 initially have four and three cache-hungry jobs, respectively, while columns C2
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C1 C2 C3 C4 C1 C2 C3 C4 C1 C2 C3 C4
Ci: Column i Cache-hungry jobs Non-cache-hungry jobs
Inter-column allocation:
Swap the jobs w/ max
weights in C1 and the jobs 
w/ min weights in C2 and 
C3 respectively
Intra-column allocation:
Pair the jobs according to
their cache needs and then
allocate the jobs depend 
on the IPC values
WAVG1>WAVG4>WAVG2>WAVG3 WAVG4>WAVG1>WAVG2>WAVG3
Figure 3·11: An example of job allocation in a 16-core 3D system.
and C3 only have one cache-hungry job each. We assume that WAV G1 > WAV G4 >
WAV G3 > WAV G2. The job with the highest weight in C1 is swapped with the job with
the lowest weight in C2 and we get WAV G1 > WAV G4 > WAV G2 > WAV G3. Similarly,
we swap the new highest-weight job in C1 with the lowest-weight job in C3 this time
and get the difference between each WAV Gi and WAV GT under the threshold. After the
inter-column job reallocation, the cache-hungriness is balanced across the columns.
Next, we perform the proposed intra-column job pairing and allocation to finalize the
location of each job. In a larger 3D system, using this inter-column job allocation,
the cache needs are balanced and the cache resources can be utilized more efficiently.
Performance Overhead Evaluation
In order to improve the energy efficiency of the 3D system in presence of workload
changes, we run our runtime policy periodically every 100 ms. We re-allocate the
cache partitions among job pairs and flush the cache partitions whenever there is re-
allocation. In the worst case, we decrease the number of cache partitions for a job from
four to one or increase the cache partitions from four to seven, which both result in
the cache partitions getting flushed three times. Following a new cache configuration,
there is no relevant data in the L2 cache. Thus, the applications begin to execute
with cold caches. System performance degrades due to the cold start effect in caches.
Prior work estimates the cold start effect of a similar SPEC benchmark suite as less
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Figure 3·12: Time overhead (µs) of cache cold start effect for all
applications under cache sizes from 256 KB to 2048 KB
than 1 ms (Coskun et al., 2009b). We also evaluate the cold start effect overhead by
comparing the performance of the benchmark suite with and without cache warmup,
as shown in Fig. 3·12. We can see that almost all applications suffer from cache cold
start effects, in different amounts. For example, mcf suffers most from cold caches
because it is much more cache intensive compared to the other applications. On
the contrary, lbm almost has no cold start overhead because it does not use much
cache. The highest overhead is around 500 µs from mcf. For most of the applications,
the overhead is lower than 150 µs. For multi-core systems, the memory access rate
is higher than single-core systems, which increases memory access latency. Thus,
we also perform similar experiments for various memory access latencies and the
results demonstrate that the cache warmup overhead is still under 1 ms. Other than
cache cold start effect, when job migration happens, context switch also introduces
performance degradation. However, the context switch overhead is no more than
10 µs (Constantinou et al., 2005; Kamruzzaman et al., 2011), and techniques such
as fast trap can further reduce time spent on it (Gomaa et al., 2004). Thus, the
performance overhead of our policy is negligible for SPEC type of workloads.
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Table 3.1: Core Architecture Parameters
Parameter High-Perf Low-Power
CPU Clock 2.1 GHz 1.0 GHz
Issue Width out-of-order 3-way out-of-order 2-way
Reorder Buffer 84 entries 40 entries
BTB/RAS size 2048/24 entries 512/16 entries
Integer/FP ALU 3/3 2/1
Integer/FP MultDiv 1/1 1/1
Load/Store Queue 32/32 entries 16/12 entries
L1 I/DCache 64 KB, 2-way, 2 ns 16 KB, 2-way, 2 ns
L2 Cache 1 MB, 4-way, 5 ns 1 MB, 4-way, 5 ns
Core Area 15.75 mm2 3.88 mm2
3.2.3 Experimental Methodology
Target System
We apply the proposed cache resource pooling technique on low-power and high-
performance 3D multi-core systems with four cores and 16 cores, respectively. The
core architecture for the low-power system is based on the one used in Intel SCC
(Howard et al., 2011). For the high-performance system, we use the core architecture
applied in the AMD Magny-Cours processor (Conway et al., 2009). The architectural
parameters for both systems are listed in Table 3.1. For the 4-core 3D-CRP system,
all four cores are stacked in one column using off-chip DRAM. In the 16-core system,
there are four layers and each layer has four cores. Thus, there are four columns in
the system and cores could pool cache resources within each column. Each column
in the 3D system has a memory controller, which is located on the layer farthest
from the heat sink as shown in Fig. 3·7. The stacked DRAM layers are placed at the
bottom of the 3D system, as described in Section 3.2.1. Due to the area limit, the
low-power 3D system needs two DRAM layers to support 1 GB DRAM while the
high-performance system only needs one layer.
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Table 3.2: Main Memory Access Latency for the 3D CRP System
LLC-to-MC 0 ns (due to the short latency provided by TSVs)
Memory Controller Queuing delay, computed by M/D/1 queuing model
Main Memory On-chip 1 GB DRAM: tRAS = 36 ns, tRP = 15 ns
Total Delay Queuing delay + tRAS + tRP
Memory Bus On-chip memory bus, 2 GHz, 64-byte bus width
Simulation Framework
For our performance simulation infrastructure, we use the system-call emulation mode
in Gem5 simulator (Binkert et al., 2011) with X86 instruction set architecture. For
single-core simulations shown in Section 3.1, we fast-forward two billion instructions
and then execute 100 million instructions in detailed mode for all applications under
L2 cache sizes from 0 to 2 MB. For 4-core and 16-core simulations with the proposed
CRP technique, we also collect performance results from the same segment of instruc-
tions. We run McPAT 0.7 (Li et al., 2009) under 45 nm process to estimate dynamic
power consumption of the cores and then calibrate the results using published power
values. We use CACTI 5.3 (Thoziyoor et al., 2008) to compute L2 cache power and
area, and scale the dynamic L2 cache power based on L2 cache access rate. We use
HotSpot 5.02 (Skadron et al., 2003) for thermal simulations.
In this work, we apply the M/D/1 queuing model for each memory controller to
model the queuing delay rather than using a unified memory latency for all multi-
program workload sets. In the M/D/1 model, arrival rate (λ) and service rate (µ)
are required to compute the queuing delay, tqueuing, as shown below:
tqueuing =
λ
2µ(µ− λ) (3.3)
In 3D-CRP system, there is one memory controller in each column, thus for multi-
program workloads we sum up the memory access rate of each core in the column
as the arrival rate to the corresponding memory controller. We use the DRAM
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Figure 3·13: The relationship between memory access arrival rate and
memory controller queuing delay. The data points from left to right
represent the memory access arrival rate of one bzip2, two instances of
bzip2 and four instances of bzip2, respectively.
response time (tRAS+tRP ) as the memory system service rate. For each multi-program
workload, we first assign a sufficiently large value as the memory access latency to
ensure that the arrival rate would not exceed the memory system service rate. We
then run performance simulations and collect the memory access rate of the workload.
Based on this arrival rate (λ1), we compute the queuing delay (t1) of the memory
controller. The new memory access latency is the sum of LLC-to-MC delay, DRAM
module access time and the queuing delay (t1 + tRAS + tRP ), as shown in Table 3.2.
Next, we feed this new latency back to Gem5 and collect the arrival rate (λ2) from
the second round simulations. If λ1 and λ2 converges (e.g., within 10% difference),
the new queuing delay (t2) is similar to t1 and t1 + tRAS + tRP is the correct memory
access latency in turn. Otherwise, we need to keep iterating until two consecutive
arrival rates converge. Based on our experience, the arrival rates always converge to
a small range after three iterations. By doing this we assign a memory access latency
value according to the various workloads’ memory intensiveness, which improves the
accuracy of the performance results. In Fig. 3·13 we show the relationship between
the memory access arrival rate and queuing delay as computed by Equation 3.3. Here
we take bzip2 as an example. When running bzip2 with 4-way 1 MB L2 cache, the
memory access rate is 0.0041 /ns and the corresponding queuing latency is 6.75 ns.
If there are two instances of bzip2 in the system, the memory access rate doubles and
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Table 3.3: Benchmark classification according to memory-
intensiveness and cache-hungriness
Memory-intensive Non-memory-intensive
Cache-hungry bzip2, omnetpp (1-3), omnetpp (4-7),
soplex (1-6) soplex (7)
Non-cache-hungry bwaves, gcc, gobmk(1), astar, calculix, cactusADM
mcf, libquantum, lbm milc, namd, gobmk (2-7)
leslie3d gromacs, h264ref, hmmer
Table 3.4: 4-core system workload sets
Workload Benchmarks
non-cache-hungry1 bwaves, gromacs, gobmk, milc
non-cache-hungry2 calculix, leslie3d, milc, namd
low-cache-hungry1 gamess, leslie3d, libquantum, omnetpp
low-cache-hungry2 bwaves, hmmer, namd, bzip2
med-cache-hungry1 astar, bzip2, soplex, mcf
med-cache-hungry2 bzip2, cactusADM, hmmer, omnetpp
high-cache-hungry1 gromacs, bzip2, omnetpp, soplex
high-cache-hungry2 h264ref, bzip2, omnetpp, soplex
all-cache-hungry1 soplex, soplex, omnetpp, bzip2
all-cache-hungry2 soplex, bzip2, soplex, bzip2
the queuing delay becomes 18.3 ns. When there are four instances of bzip2 running,
the queuing delay increases to 130.7 ns. Figure 3·13 shows this relationship. As the
memory access rate increases, the queuing delay increases exponentially. When there
are multiple memory controllers in the system, the memory accesses get distributed;
thus, the memory access latency is lower.
3.2.4 Evaluation
Multi-program Workload Sets
To test 3D-CRP and cache resource pooling policy, we select 19 applications from the
SPEC CPU 2006 benchmark suite as listed in Fig. 3·1. According to the applications’
memory-intensiveness and cache-hungriness, we categorize the applications into four
classes as shown in Table 3.3. The number following an application refers to the
corresponding cache configurations. For example, omnetpp (1-3) means that when
running with one to three cache partitions, omnetpp is memory-intensive. For 4-core
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Table 3.5: 16-core system workload sets. nch, lch, mch, hch,ach rep-
resent non-cache-hungry, low-cache-hungry, med-cache-hungry, high-
cache-hungry and all-cache-hungry, respectively.
Workload Single column workload sets
nch + nch nch1 nch2 nch1 nch2
nch + lch nch1 nch2 lch1 lch2
nch + mch nch1 nch2 mch1 mch2
nch + hch nch1 nch2 hch1 hch2
nch + ach nch1 nch2 ach1 ach2
lch + ach lch1 lch2 ach1 ach2
mch + ach mch1 mch2 ach1 ach2
hch + ach hch1 hch2 ach1 ach2
ach + ach ach1 ach2 ach1 ach2
3D systems, we create ten multi-program workload sets with four threads each, by
combining cache-hungry and non-cache-hungry applications as shown in Table 3.4.
We use nch to represent non-cache-hungry workload composition. Similarly, we apply
lch, mch, hch, and ach to represent the other workload compositions. Among these
workloads, nch contains only non-cache-hungry applications, lch, mch and hch in-
cludes one, two, and three cache-hungry applications respectively, while ach includes
only cache-hungry applications. For 16-core 3D systems, we group four 4-core work-
load sets for each 16-core workload set based on cache needs, as shown in Table 3.5.
From top to bottom, the number of cache-hungry applications in the workload set
increases. When presenting the results, we compare IPC and EDP for each workload
set under different 3D systems. Since area is a very important metric for evaluating
the 3D systems (die costs are proportional to the 4th power of the area (Rabaey et al.,
2003)), we also use energy-delay-area-product (EDAP) as a metric to evaluate the
cumulative energy and area efficiency (Li et al., 2009) for the 3D systems.
Performance & Energy Efficiency Evaluation
For both low-power and high-performance 3D systems, we provide three baseline
systems where each core has a: (1) fixed 1 MB private L2 cache; (2) fixed 2 MB
private L2 cache; (3) 1 MB private cache with selective cache ways (SCW) (Albonesi,
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Figure 3·14: Normalized IPC, EDP and EDAP of low-power 3D-CRP
system and the 3D baseline systems with 1 MB fixed caches, 2 MB
fixed caches and 1 MB caches with selective cache way.
1999). For the SCW baseline system, we also use the proposed policy to decide the
best cache partitions for each job, but jobs can only require a maximum of four cache
partitions since SCW does not allow pooling cache partitions from the other layers.
4-core 3D System
Figure 3·14 shows the IPC, EDP, EDAP comparison between 3D-CRP system and
the other three baselines for the 4-core low-power system. All of the values for each
metric are normalized to 2 MB baseline. As expected, the 2 MB baseline always
has the best performance among all systems. Among 1 MB baseline, SCW baseline
and 3D-CRP, SCW’s performance is always slightly lower than 1 MB baseline while
3D-CRP outperforms 1 MB baseline as long as there are cache-hungry jobs in the
workloads. The performance improvement of 3D-CRP over 1 MB baseline is up
to 11.2% among all workloads. The reason is that 3D-CRP always turns off the
unnecessary cache partitions and pools them to cache-hungry jobs, which boosts the
system performance. In Fig. 3·14 (b), it is obvious that for all workloads, 3D-CRP
provides lower EDP than 1 MB and SCW baselines. On average, 3D-CRP reduces
EDP by 18.8% and 8.9% compared to 1 MB and SCW baselines respectively. For
SCW, the non-sharing feature limits its improvement in EDP for workload sets with
high cache-hungriness (e.g., hch and ach workloads). For the workloads that contain
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Figure 3·15: Normalized IPC, EDP and EDAP of high-performance
3D-CRP system and the 3D baseline systems with 1 MB fixed caches,
2 MB fixed caches and 1 MB caches with selective cache way.
both cache-hungry jobs and non-cache hungry jobs, 3D-CRP improves the energy
efficiency by up to 38.9% compared to 2 MB baseline. Although the 2 MB baseline
always provides the best performance, it cannot offer the optimal system energy
efficiency. For EDAP, as shown in Fig. 3·14 (c), 3D-CRP outperforms all baselines
for all workloads. The improvements brought by CRP over 1 MB and SCW cases are
the same as that of EDP because they have the same area, and the average EDAP
improvement of CRP over 2 MB baseline is 36.1%.
We also evaluate performance and energy efficiency for the high-performance sys-
tem using the proposed 3D-CRP design and runtime policy, as shown in Fig. 3·15.
Similar to the low-power 3D system, 3D-CRP achieves lower energy efficiency than
1 MB and SCW baselines and the average EDP reduction is 14.8% and 13.9% re-
spectively. When comparing to 2 MB baseline, the EDP results are different because
the high-performance core consumes much more power than the low-power core and
1 MB L2 cache. Thus, the percentage of extra power consumption introduced by
larger L2 caches is smaller than the percentage of extra performance improvement
when it comes to cache-hungry jobs, which can be expressed as:
4IPC
IPC
>
4Power
Power
⇒ Power
IPC2
<
Power +4Power
(IPC +4IPC)2 (3.4)
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Figure 3·16: Normalized IPC, EDP and EDAP of 16-core low-power
3D-CRP system and the 3D baseline systems with 1 MB fixed caches,
2 MB fixed caches and 1 MB caches with selective cache way. ICA
refers to Inter-column job allocation.
Thus, it ends up with lower energy efficiency. Nevertheless, for the workloads mixed
with cache-hungry and non-cache-hungry jobs, 3D-CRP performs similarly with 2MB
baseline on EDP, while from EDAP perspective, 3D-CRP still improves over 2 MB
baseline by up to 24.7% for nch and by 12.7% on average for mixed workloads.
We also integrate 3D systems with microarchitectural resource pooling (MRP)
(Homayoun et al., 2012). To evaluate the performance improvement with MRP,
we run applications with four times of the default sizes of the performance critical
components (reorder buffer, instruction queue, register file, and load/store queue),
and compare the IPC results with the results with default settings. For applications
running on a single low-power core, our experiments show that MRP improves system
performance by 10.4% on average, and combining MRP and CRP provides an extra
performance improvement of 8.7% on average in comparison to applying MRP alone.
16-core 3D System
We also evaluate our runtime policy on a 16-core low-power 3D-CRP system with
stacked DRAM to investigate our policy’s scalability. The 16-core system has four
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layers with four cores on each layer, and each core has a private L2 cache. The
DRAM layers are located at the bottom of the chip. The workloads for 16-core low
power system are listed in Table 3.5. Figure 3·16 shows the performance and energy
efficiency results of 3D systems with different cache architectures. In this figure, from
left to right, the cache-hungriness of the workloads increases. For all nine workloads,
3D-CRP outperforms 1 MB and SCW baselines in IPC, EDP and EDAP. 3D-CRP
is always better than the 2 MB baseline on EDAP. In addition, with inter-column
job allocation (ICA), there are further IPC and EDP improvement for 3D-CRP. For
example, for nch-ach workload, 3D CRP + ICA further improves performance by
12.3% and energy-efficiency by 7.8% compared to 3D CRP only. When considering
memory accesses among the columns and adjusting the workload accordingly, the
system performance improvement is around 5% for all the workload sets.
Thermal Evaluation
We conduct steady-state temperature simulations to evaluate the impact of the pro-
posed runtime policy on the on-chip temperature in 3D-CRP systems. For a 4-core
low-power 3D system, since the cores have quite low power consumption, the temper-
ature benefits are slight. While for a 4-core high-performance 3D system, we observe
up to a 6.2 oC reduction in peak on-chip temperature compared to the temperature-
wise worst possible job allocation for 4-core workloads. Across all workloads there
is an average of 3.4 oC reduction in peak on-chip temperature. Such observations
show that our policy can effectively decrease the system peak temperature and pre-
vent cores from exceeding the temperature threshold. In the 16-core 3D system,
our results show that without the temperature-aware job allocation only mch-ach
and ach-ach operate under the system temperature threshold 85 oC, while applying
temperature-aware job allocation keeps all 16-core workloads operating under 85 oC.
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3.3 Summary
This chapter has proposed a novel design for 3D cache resource pooling that requires
minimal additional circuitry and architectural modification. We have first quantified
the impact of cache sizes and memory access latency on the application performance.
We have then presented an application-aware job allocation and cache pooling policy
to improve the energy efficiency and the thermal behavior of 3D systems. Our policy
dynamically allocates the jobs to cores on and distributes the cache resources based
on the cache hungriness of the applications. In addition, we have designed a memory
controller delay model to adjust the memory access latency for different workloads
and leveraged this model for all the 3D multi-core system evaluations. Experimental
results show that by utilizing cache resource pooling we are able to improve system
EDP and EDAP by 18.8% and 36.1% on average compared to 3D systems with
fixed cache sizes. The proposed inter-column job allocation manages to additionally
improve performance by up to 12.3% and energy-efficiency by up to 7.8% for larger
3D systems with on-chip DRAM. On the thermal side, our policy reduces the peak
on-chip temperature of high-performance systems by up to 6.2 oC.
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Chapter 4
Memory Resource Management in 3D
Multi-core Systems
3D stacking enables new ways of integrating memory resources in computation sys-
tems. For example, memory resources could be distributed in each layer within a 3D
system composed of homogeneous layers, or a separate DRAM chip could be stacked
on top of a logic chip for fast and high-bandwidth memory access. One other option
is to have both on-chip memory and off-chip memory in a system, which provides
not only high-performance memory access but also large capacity. Along with such
advantages enabled by 3D stacking, there also comes challenges in how to efficiently
manage these memory resources. In this chapter, we propose memory management
techniques to improve the performance and energy efficiency of 3D systems. We first
propose a memory access scheduling policy in a 3D modular multi-core architecture
(3D-MMC, a 3D system with homogeneous layers), then, we develop a novel method
to allocate memory resources in heterogeneous memory systems.
4.1 Memory Access Scheduling in 3D-MMC
This section demonstrates a functional hardware and software design for a 3D-stacked
multi-core system. The presented 3D system is a low-power 3D modular multi-core
architecture built by vertically stacking identical layers. Each layer consists of cores,
private and shared memory units, and communication infrastructures. The system
uses shared memory communication and TSVs to transfer data across layers. A se-
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Figure 4·1: Overview of the 3D-MMC built with stacking identical
layers. The figure does not show the data TSVs for clarity.
rialization scheme is employed for inter-layer communication to minimize the overall
number of TSVs. The proposed architecture has been implemented in HDL and
verified on a test chip. We evaluate the performance, power, and temperature char-
acteristics of the architecture using a set of software applications we designed. To
efficiently manage the shared memory of the 3D-stacked system, we propose a novel
memory resource pooling approach which adapts the memory access based on the
available memory resources in the 3D system.
4.1.1 3D Modular Multi-core Architecture Design
In this subsection, we provide the details of 3D-MMC, describe out performance eval-
uation setup, and then demonstrate the thermal feasibility of this system. Figure 4·1
provides a diagram of 3D-MMC system composed of two layers interconnected by
TSVs. The number of layers in the stack determines the total core count as well as
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the memory size and the level of memory resource pooling. A single layer can function
either as a stand-alone 2D-CMP and as part of a 3D-system when integrated with
the 3D communication infrastructure.
Planar (single-layer) architecture
A single layer is composed of four Processing Elements (PE) that exchange data
through a shared memory, which is placed in the Peripheral Subsystem (PS) unit.
A system of semaphores arbitrates the access of PEs to the shared memory. The
routing between each PE and the shared memory occurs through a NoC. Several
3D-NoC topologies have been proposed recently, and their superior performance over
2D-NoC have been demonstrated (Pavlidis and Friedman, 2007). In 3D-MMC, a
specific source-routed NoC is implemented to manage the signals routing to and from
six directions (North, South, East, West, Up, Down). In the 3D stack, NoC on
different layers are interconnected to enable the management of the signals in both
horizontal and vertical directions.
Figures 4·2a and 4·2b illustrate the internal architecture of a PE and a PS, respec-
tively. Each PE is built out of a 32-bit RISC processor, the open-source LEON3 unit
from Aeroflex Gaisler, which is connected to the slave modules through an AMBA
bus. An AHB JTAG master module is included for debugging purposes. Slave devices
for each PE are a privately addressable memory space including a ROM for booting
and a private RAM to host the program code. The Network-Interface (NI) block is
a master located within both PE and PS. It interfaces the AMBA bus to the NoC,
and is responsible of transferring data packets to/from the shared memory, which has
an address space visible to each core. Similar to PEs, the PS contains NI and AHB
JTAG acting as masters, whereas the remaining units act as slaves.
Each PE in an N -layer system has access to N + 1 different memory modules
that can be accessed in parallel: a private-RAM contained in its own PE, a shared
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Figure 4·2: (a) PE internal architecture; (b) PS internal architecture.
local-RAM located in the PS of its layer, and N − 1 shared remote-RAMs situated in
the PS of the other stacked layers. The proposed memory hierarchy that uses shared
data memory for inter-processor communication simplifies the hardware complexity
and avoids memory coherency overhead. The multi-core synchronization is handled
at the software level.
3D communication and control infrastructure
Inter-layer communication is achieved through a 3D communication unit, 3D-macro,
which leverages an array of TSVs as a vertical data bus. To limit the TSV area
overhead, we use a serializer-deserializer (serdes) module to minimize the total number
of TSVs. This serdes module is explained in detail in our prior work (Beanato et al.,
2012). Data signals are serialized before the transmission through TSVs, and de-
serialized at the receiving layer. The bandwidth loss due to serialization can be
compensated by increasing the serdes clock frequency. Serialization is more cost-
efficient than parallel buses in 3D stacked systems (Sun et al., 2010).
A challenging issue for 3D stacked systems is the reliable distribution of the clock
signal (Pavlidis et al., 2008). In 3D-MMC, each stacked layer has an independent
clock domain. The clock is injected onto a pad of the top layer, passes through a
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Figure 4·3: (a) Clock distribution and propagation between two layers
using three redundant TSVs; (b) LayerID generation and propagation
between two layers using three redundant TSVs.
PLL module, and is both distributed in the circuit and sent to the next layer. The
bottom layer receives the clock from power TSVs, and forwards it to a PLL module
to be re-generated for maintaining its integrity. Hence, all layers operate at the same
frequency, but are asynchronous from each other due to potential phase shifts among
the clocks. In the multi-clock domain approach, signals are transmitted among the
layers together with their clock and then they are re-synchronized to the clock domain
of the receiving layer using a Dual Clock FIFO, as shown in Fig. 4·3a.
Once identical layers are stacked, they need to operate as a complete system
without further modification. For this purpose, a dedicated control signal, namely the
layer identification number (LayerID) is implemented for enabling auto-configuration
of the layers depending on their positions in the 3D-system. As shown in Fig. 4·3b
for an example of two layers, the sequence “00”, is injected through the pads and
selected by a multiplexer as the LayerID of the top layer. The value is forwarded to
a half adder that computes the ID for the layer below, “01”. The pads of the bottom
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tier are designed to be pulled-down when no signal is applied to them. As a result,
the multiplexer on the second layer selects the LayerID transmitted by the TSVs.
Evaluation platform
We implement the proposed architecture in HDL and verify it on a test chip at an
operating frequency of 400 MHz and a vertical bandwidth of 3.2 Gbps. We fabricate
the 2D-CMPs using a standard UMC 90nm CMOS technology. We test and verify
single dies, and then process them for in-house TSV fabrication and stacking.
We conduct the performance study in this work through cycle-accurate post-layout
simulations in ModelSim. We design a set of software benchmarks to evaluate per-
formance, and compile these benchmarks using a SPARC compiler. We load the
compiled binary files into the ROM, and execute them following the boot script.
Thermal Evaluation
A significant challenge in 3D stacking is the power density increase per footprint,
which may cause temperature to increase beyond reliable thresholds. This section
demonstrates the thermal feasibility of 3D-MMC.
The power consumption of each component in a layer of the 3D stack is estimated
via statistical power analysis using Encounter Power System by Cadence. We assume
a switching rate of 50% for each flip flop and each input port, and we use a 100%
toggling rate for the clock. The tool automatically estimates the power consumption
based on the average toggling rate of each gate. Table 4.1 provides the power con-
sumption of all the components at 400 MHz including leakage power. Core power in
the table includes the logic, I-Cache, ROM, and all other sub-blocks of the core except
for the local RAM. Table 4.1 highlights the low power consumption of 3D-MMC.
We use HotSpot version 5.02 (Skadron et al., 2003) for thermal simulations. The
package and die parameters used in the simulation are provided in Table 4.1. The
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Table 4.1: Power Consumption and Thermal Properties of 3D-MMC
Power Consumption Characteristics
Components Power (mW )
Core 37.98
Local RAM for each core 17.13
Router 10.07
Data TSV arrays 1.6 (smaller array) to 8.11 (larger array)
Shared memory 22.16
PLL 5
Package and Die Thermal Characteristics
Die area 3.5 mm x 3.5 mm
Die thickness (bottom layer) 280 µm
Die thickness (other layers) 50 µm
Die (Si) resistivity 0.01 mK/W (meter-Kelvin per Watt)
Glue conductivity 0.082 W/mK at 25 oC
Glue thickness 2 µm
floorplan of each layer is identical and is shown in Fig. 4·1 and 4·4. To take the
impact of TSVs into account during thermal evaluation, we use a modified version
of HotSpot that enables modeling heterogeneity within a layer (Meng et al., 2012).
We compute joint thermal resistivities for each TSV block based on the ratio of TSV
(Cu) area to overall TSV array area (including all the spacing between the TSVs).
We simulate the system without a heat sink by using a very small number for the
heat sink thickness in HotSpot. Layers are stacked using a glue (interface material)
layer of Parylene-C.
Figure 4·4 provides the steady state peak temperatures for a single layer chip and
3D systems including two layers, four layers, and eight layers when all cores are active.
In the figure, we also provide a thermal map for the top layer of the 2-layered system.
For 2- and 4-layered systems, even though cores overlap on top of each other and all
cores are active, we do not observe high temperatures. For the 8-layered stack, peak
temperature reaches 74 oC, which is still below the typical 85 oC thermal thresholds
used in most processor chips. As we focus on a 2-layered stack in this work, we do
not apply thermal management strategies.
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Figure 4·4: The figure demonstrates the peak temperatures at steady
state for a single layer as well as 2-, 4-, and 8-layered stack. On the
right, we show the thermal map of the top layer for the 2-layered stacks.
Thermal variations are similarly low (limited to a few degrees only) for
4- and 8-layered stacks.
4.1.2 Resource Pooling For Efficient Memory Access
In traditional 2D design, as the number of cores increases, the bandwidth of the
shared memory becomes a performance bottleneck. In 3D-MMC, the ability of pool-
ing other layers’ resources alleviates the memory bottleneck problem. This section
first demonstrates the memory bottleneck problem on a 2-layer 3D-MMC, and then
proposes a methodology to find the optimal way to apply resource pooling.
3D-MMC’s memory subsystem has only one write port and one read port. When
the memory access rate exceeds a certain level, access blocking occurs. Aiming to
evaluate memory bottlenecks and resource pooling, we create a memory-intensive
benchmark, Memory Stress, which performs 1000 writes of integer-length values into
the shared memory. We perform experiments that write on local (same layer’s) shared
memory and remote (different layer’s) shared memory respectively, with 1-core, 2-
core, 3-core, and 4-core cases. In this group of experiments, all active cores are on the
same layer. The resulting execution times for both local and remote shared memory
cases are shown in Fig. 4·5. This figure shows that as more cores attempt to access
shared memory, performance penalty increases. When there are either more than two
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Figure 4·5: Comparison of execution time of Memory Stress bench-
mark when all cores access local memory, all cores access remote mem-
ory, and when memory resource pooling is applied.
cores accessing the remote shared memory or more than three cores accessing the local
shared memory, the extra cores are blocked for a while. Blocking of cores happens
because of the memory bottleneck and the communication limitation between layers.
To mitigate the local shared memory contention, we propose utilizing the remote
shared memory for local cores. We call this scenario Memory Resource Pooling. For
the experiment in Fig. 4·5, for the multi-core cases we assign one core to access the
remote shared memory while the others still access the local shared memory. In the
3-core case, one core is assigned to access remote shared memory while the other
two write to the local shared memory. For 3-core and 4-core cases, memory resource
pooling brings 26.6% and 42.3% runtime reduction, respectively.
The above memory resource pooling strategy schedules memory accesses at the
core granularity; thus, we call it Core Level Resource Pooling (CLRP). Task Level
Resource Pooling (TLRP) includes adjustable Workload Allocation and Workload
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Figure 4·6: Performance under different workload allocation and
scheduling combinations. (a) is the baseline, (b) has the same schedule
with (a) but has fewer remote memory accesses, while (c) has the same
number of remote memory accesses but has a different schedule.
Scheduling within each core. With TLRP, the workload of each core is divided into
two parts: local memory accesses and remote memory accesses. For each core in the
system, workload allocation determines the ratio of local and remote memory accesses,
while workload scheduling defines the execution sequence of memory accesses. We
allocate equal amount of workload to all the cores for a fair comparison.
In Fig. 4·6, each group of four bars represents the workload execution of four
cores on the same layer. White and gray blocks stand for local and remote memory
accesses, respectively, and black ones represent the memory stalls. In the same figure,
Scheduled refers to the sequence of workload execution planed for each core, while
Actual shows the real execution. We consider (a) as a baseline case, where simultane-
ous local memory accesses from four cores are avoided. In this case, all cores behave
as scheduled and no core is blocked because of contention. Case (b) shows the situ-
ation where the system applies the same workload schedule with (a) but with fewer
remote memory accesses. As local shared memory allows for at most three cores to
simultaneously access to it, there is a noticeable performance loss once all four cores
access the local shared memory. Case (c) demonstrates the system’s behavior when
the cores have the same amount of remote memory accesses as case (a) but they are
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Figure 4·7: Workload schedules for task level resource pooling. (a).
Four threads accessing remote shared memory at the same time–4-
thread-RSM ; (b). (1)-(3): Two threads accessing remote shared mem-
ory at the same time–2-thread-RSM ; (c). (1)-(3): One thread accessing
remote shared memory–1-thread-RSM.
scheduled to access local and remote shared memory at the same time, which causes
considerable performance loss compared to case (a). Thus, both workload alloca-
tion and scheduling in TLRP affect performance significantly and need to be jointly
considered to achieve the best performance.
To optimize performance via memory resource pooling, we should avoid the mem-
ory bottleneck as much as possible. Next, we propose an approach for computing
the relationship between performance and the number of remote memory accesses.
We introduce three workload schedules as shown in Fig. 4·7, where each schedule is
applicable to any workload allocation. In Fig. 4·7, remote memory accesses increase
gradually from left side to right side. Schedule (a) always makes all four cores ac-
cess the remote shared memory (4-thread-RSM, where RSM stands for remote shared
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memory). Schedule (b) issues two cores to access remote shared memory at a time (2-
thread-RSM ) from (1) to (3). In (4-7), there are too many remote memory accesses to
be scheduled using 2-thread-RSM, thus we apply mixed 2+4 thread-RSM until the ra-
tio of remote memory accesses increases to 100%. 1-thread-RSM has only one thread
accessing remote shared memory at a time to minimize simultaneous local memory
access, as shown in case (c) from (1) to (3). As the remote memory accesses increase,
schedule (c) uses 1-thread-RSM, 1+2 thread-RSM, and 2+4 thread-RSM successively,
which minimizes simultaneous local memory accesses.
To compare the performance of these three schedules, we observe the execution
time of the whole application, i.e., the longest execution time among all four cores.
The execution time on each core is the product of Instruction Count, Cycles per
Instruction and Cycle Time. Since most memory-intensive applications contain a
large number of memory accesses, in this case we can substitute instructions with
memory accesses, which means execution time equals the product of # of Memory
Accesses, Cycles per Memory Access and also Cycle Time. To apply TLRP, we need
to split memory accesses into local memory accesses and remote memory accesses.
In the following equation, Texec stands for the execution time, NMemAcc is the total
number of shared memory accesses in the application, WL and WR represent the
weight (i.e., ratio) of local and remote memory accesses, and CLi and CRi refer to
the number of cycles when i cores are accessing local shared memory and remote
shared memory, respectively. CLi and CRi can be obtained from the shared memory
access test. We can calculate the execution time based on the ratio of remote memory
accesses using the following equations:
Texec = (
∑
(WLi ×NMemAcc × CLi) +
∑
(WRi ×NMemAcc × CRi))× TCycle (4.1)
WL +WR =
∑
WLi +
∑
WRi = 1 (4.2)
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Figure 4·8: Test results of different memory resource pooling schedules
and the optimal schedule’s curve based on Eqn. (1).
Figure 4·8 shows the test results and fitted curves of the workload schedules in
Fig. 4·7. For the optimal schedule, we also draw the theoretical curve based on
Eqn. (4.1). The experimental results fit very well with the theoretical curve. Although
all of the three schedules can take advantage of resource pooling, the optimal one
improves the performance by up to 48.9%, which coincides with the curve for 2-
thread-RSM. The optimal schedule shown in the figure demonstrates the potential
benefits of memory resource pooling and TLRP workload scheduling.
In Eqn. (4.1), NMemAcc is related to the application, Tcycle depends on the architec-
ture, and CLi and CRi are both application and architecture related. Thus, for most
of the shared-memory systems and applications, the proposed approach is applicable
for quantifying the potential performance improvement of memory resource pooling.
4.1.3 Performance evaluation
This section demonstrates the performance benefits of 3D-MMC. To evaluate the
performance, we design four benchmarks: 1D DCT, a single dimension 8× 8 matrix
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Figure 4·9: Performance improvement compared to single core.
discrete cosine transformation; 1D FFT, 8 × 8 matrix 12 butterfly Fast Fourier
Transformation; 1D Median Filter with a window size of three and an input array
with 64 integers; Matrix Multiplication, 8 × 8 multiplication implemented using
divide and conquer algorithm.
The test results are shown in Fig. 4·9. Ideal performance improvement refers to
the improvement we can get from the multi-core system if the benchmarks can be
fully parallelized. For 1-core to 4-core cases, the cores are all on one layer and thus
the system can be viewed as a 2D layer only. As for 8-core case, we have two 2D
layers with four cores on each, which is the 3D-MMC architecture described above.
It can be observed from this figure that the performance improves significantly (61%
on average) from 4-core (2D) to 8-core (3D). The difference of improvement among
benchmarks is because the benchmarks vary in their scalability. For example, both
DCT and FFT have the same input matrix and large amounts of computation, but
FFT is more computation-bound compared to DCT. Reading the input can be viewed
as the serial part of a benchmark and the computation is the parallel part since it can
be done locally in each PE. Thus, the scalability of DCT is lower compared to FFT,
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Table 4.2: Execution time of different shared memory access scenarios
when all eight cores are active.
Benchmark
All cores access a single
shared memory (ns)
All cores access their lo-
cal shared memory (ns)
1D DCT 16716 16495
1D FFT 26260 26063
Median Filter 8674 7420
Matrix Multiplication 52838 51935
and this difference in turn results in different performance improvements. Assuming
a negligible area overhead is imposed by stacking, performance per area is 61% better
than a 2D chip on average.
For the 8-core case there are two ways of accessing shared memory for the cores:
accessing a single shared memory in the system or each core accessing their local
shared memory only. Table 4.2 shows the execution times of these two scenarios. For
DCT and FFT, execution times differ by 1.3% and 0.8% only. Matrix Multiplication
has 1.7% difference between these two situations because of its slightly higher memory
access rate. There is a much larger difference (16.9%) for Median Filter because it is
the most memory-intensive benchmark.
Finally, we apply memory resource pooling to the Median Filter benchmark. As
this benchmark also needs a lot of private memory accesses, four cores running this
benchmark do not stress the shared memory sufficiently to reach the memory bot-
tleneck, limiting the performance improvement to 5%. The available benefit from
memory resource pooling is proportional to the memory access rate. The memory
access rate becomes higher with a larger number of cores on 2D layer and/or by run-
ning more memory-intensive applications. When applying resource pooling to more
than 2 layers in a 3D system, the benefits are expected to increase as the cores can
utilize a larger number of shared memory blocks across different layers.
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4.2 Object-Level Memory Management in Heterogeneous
Memory Systems
In the previous section, we have investigated performance improvement of a homo-
geneous 3D system by pooling on-chip scratchpad memory resources. Main memory
often plays an even more important role in system performance and energy efficiency.
An outstanding feature of 3D stacking is the ability to integrate different technolo-
gies into a single chip by stacking layers with various technologies, such as logic +
DRAM. Stacked DRAM can provide shorter access latency and higher bandwidth
utilizing TSVs (Loh, 2008). However, stacked DRAM’s capacity is limited by chip
area and temperature thresholds, which motivates including both on-chip stacked
DRAM and off-chip DRAM, forming a heterogeneous memory system. Including
multiple types of memory modules in the system, in traditional 2D systems as well
as in 3D-stacked systems, allows for higher performance and energy efficiency.
In this section, we study applications’ sensitivities to memory characteristics
(bandwidth, access latency and power consumption) and explore the performance and
energy efficiency benefits of heterogeneous memory systems1. In our investigation,
we observe that not only applications differ in their memory requirements, but there
are memory objects within each application that also exhibit different sensitivities to
memory characteristics. We propose a technique to classify memory objects within
applications and allocate each memory object to their best-fitting memory module to
improve the system performance and energy-efficiency. We present the details on our
motivation, technique, and experimental results in the following subsections.
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Figure 4·10: Memory access characteristics of memory objects for selected
SPEC CPU2006 applications. The x-axis shows different memory objects in
the profiled applications, and each object’s footprint is denoted on the bar
(in MB). For milc and h264ref, we only mark the objects larger than 1 MB.
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4.2.1 Motivation
Memory vendors provide memory modules with various performance and power char-
acteristics, targeting a wide range of system requirements. For example, Reduced
Latency DRAM (RLDRAM) is a type of memory optimized for low access latency,
which makes it ideal for switch and router applications. RLDRAM’s bandwidth is
smaller and power consumption is significantly higher compared to DDR3 memory
modules. On the other hand, Low Power DRAM (LPDRAM) reduces power con-
sumption substantially, but has higher access latency and lower bandwidth; thus, it
is attractive for low-power platforms. However, there is no single memory module that
can provide the lowest latency, highest bandwidth, and lowest power consumption.
Homogeneous memory systems (i.e., the typical way systems are designed today)
employ a single type of memory module. However, applications differ widely in their
memory access behavior, making homogeneous memory systems sub-optimal in terms
of energy efficiency. A computation-bound workload can achieve similar performance
using any type of memory module but the overall energy consumption can be re-
duced using LPDRAM. On the other hand, a memory-intensive workload achieves
substantially better performance using memory modules with low access latency or
high bandwidth. A heterogeneous memory system, which contains different memory
modules, is able to cater to a wide range of applications and provide higher energy
efficiency (Phadke and Narayanasamy, 2011; Chatterjee et al., 2012). Yet, achieving
higher energy efficiency is contingent upon placing an application’s data in the right
memory module.
In addition to application-level differences of memory use, most applications con-
tain a number of memory objects, which are often accessed at different frequencies,
1Our investigation in this subsection does not specifically focus on 3D-stacked memory, but
instead, we design methods for efficient management of heterogeneous memory system broadly, with
applications to both 2D and 3D systems.
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have different memory footprints, and different LLC miss rates. We claim that it
would therefore be beneficial to classify memory objects and conduct object-level
data placement. Figure 4·10 shows the heterogeneity in memory access characteris-
tics for memory objects for a set of SPEC applications. We plot the LLC misses per
kilo-instruction (L2 MPKI, since we have two levels of caches in the tested system)
and the Reorder Buffer (ROB) stall time2 incurred by various memory objects within
each application. These metrics together indicate whether a given memory object is
latency-sensitive, bandwidth-sensitive, or not sensitive to main memory properties. A
high L2 MPKI and a high ROB stall time are indicative of a latency-sensitive object
that lacks MLP. On the other hand, a high L2 MPKI but low ROB stall time (low
stall time indicates good MLP) for an object indicates a bandwidth-sensitive memory
object. If a memory object is neither latency-sensitive nor bandwidth-sensitive, it can
be allocated with pages from a low-power memory module. In Fig. 4·10, we see a wide
range across both LLC miss rates and ROB stall times among the memory objects
of the applications. In order to tap into this heterogeneity within an application,
we design an object-level memory allocation technique, which allocates memory ob-
jects within an application based on their memory access behavior, to the best-fitting
memory module.
4.2.2 MOCA: Memory Object Classification and Allocation
To leverage the advantages of heterogeneous memory systems for system performance
and energy efficiency improvement, we propose an object-level memory allocation
technique, MOCA, which profiles the memory objects within an application, classi-
fies them, and allocates pages to these memory objects based on their classification.
The flow of MOCA is shown in Fig. 4·11. First, we profile memory objects in each
2ROB stall time is computed as the average number of cycles spent waiting at the head of ROB
for each LLC miss. This metric has been shown as an effective measure of MLP in prior work (Mutlu
et al., 2006).
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Figure 4·11: The workflow of MOCA. The profiling stage uniquely names
objects and profiles their memory access behavior. Classification stage uses
this information to classify objects. At runtime, each memory object is allo-
cated pages from its best-fitting memory module based on its classification.
App C code:
void main() {
  array = malloc(16);
  ... 
  foo();
}
void foo() {
  string = malloc(20);
}
App ASM code:...
4004e9: e8 ca fe ff ff  callq  4003b8 <malloc@plt>
4004ee: 48 89 45 f8     mov    %rax,-0x8(%rbp)
...
4004f7: e8 c8 ff ff ff  callq  4004c4 <foo>
4004fc: c9              leaveq
...
4004d1: e8 e2 fe ff ff  callq  4003b8 <malloc@plt>
4004d6: 48 89 45 f8     mov    %rax,-0x8(%rbp)
Heap Status:
array
string
  ...
Naming Information:
return addr. start addr. size
0x4004ee
0x4004d6 
0x4004fc
0x602010
0x602030
16
20
Figure 4·12: An example of memory object naming convention.
application based on their memory access behavior. Using these profiling results, we
classify memory objects based on their sensitivity to memory access latency and mem-
ory bandwidth. These two steps are conducted offline. At runtime, MOCA allocates
each memory object based on its classification to the appropriate memory module.
Memory Object Profiling
The profiling stage uniquely names each memory object and collects performance
statistics for them. We use the return addresses of (1) the memory allocation function
(e.g., malloc()) and (2) its caller functions in the stack to assign a name to a memory
object, as these addresses are unique for each object. We also record the starting
virtual memory address and the size of each memory object to identify load operations
belonging to a given memory object. Figure 4·12 shows an example of our memory
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Figure 4·13: Classification of memory objects.
object naming process. We collect two performance statistics for each memory object:
(a) average number of stall cycles at the ROB head per LLC read miss (because read
misses cause significant delays in application executions) and (b) LLC MPKI, as
discussed in Section 4.2.1.
Memory Object Classification
The classification stage uses the output of profiling stage (memory objects, their
LLC MPKI, ROB head stall time and footprints) to classify objects as being latency-
sensitive or bandwidth-sensitive or neither. Memory objects with high LLC MPKI
are generally memory-bound. Among these, those exhibiting low ROB head stall time
have high MLP (memory latencies are largely hidden as indicated low ROB stalls),
i.e., such objects will benefit from a memory module which can process multiple
requests in parallel or a high-bandwidth memory module. We classify such objects
as bandwidth-sensitive. The rest of the memory-bound objects with low MLP (high
ROB head stall time) are sensitive to access latency of memory modules (i.e., larger
latencies translate to larger ROB stall time) and we classify them as latency-sensitive.
Objects with low LLC MPKI are neither sensitive to latency or bandwidth. Such
objects can be placed in low-power memory modules without affecting performance,
saving memory power consumption.
We empirically classify the memory objects within each application based on
their latency and bandwidth sensitivity. Figure 4·13 depicts this classification, where
Lat Mem is a RLDRAM module, Pow Mem is a LPDRAM module and Med Mem
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is a traditional DDR3 module. We further classify latency-sensitive and bandwidth-
sensitive memory objects into two subcategories each based on their latency sensitiv-
ity. For example, for bandwidth-sensitive memory objects with higher latency sensi-
tivity, we spread the pages of such memory objects across Lat Mem and Med Mem to
prevent the degradation caused by Pow Mem. As for the rest of bandwidth-sensitive
memory objects, we use Med Mem and Pow Mem only.
Page Allocation for Memory Objects
When running applications in a system with heterogeneous memory, we use the mem-
ory object classification (Section 4.2.2) to conduct object-level physical memory page
allocation during application execution. We also implement application-level page
allocation (Phadke and Narayanasamy, 2011) as a baseline of comparison.
Application-level page allocation
To implement application-level page allocation, we collect cumulative memory
access patterns for each application and classify available applications into three cat-
egories: latency-sensitive, bandwidth-sensitive, or neither (i.e., can use low-power
memory). When allocating physical pages to applications, we select the pages from
its best-fitting memory module first. Eventually, if there are not enough pages left
in the best-fit module, we first select pages from the bandwidth-optimized memory
module and then the low-power module.
Object-level page allocation
In MOCA, to enable object-level page allocation in a heterogeneous memory sys-
tem, we (1) modify the memory allocation function in glibc to separate the heap
memory space based on the memory object types and add an extra input argument
in this function to specify the memory object type, and (2) divide the physical mem-
ory space based on the available memory modules.
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Then, when a memory object is instantiated through a modified memory allocation
function call (including the extra input of object type), this object is allocated with
the virtual memory pages depending on its type. When doing page translation,
based on a memory object’s virtual page number, the OS can identify its type and
then allocate a physical page from the memory module corresponding to its type, as
shown in Fig. 4·14. If there is enough space in the requested memory module, the
memory object gets the physical pages it needs from its favored memory modules.
Otherwise, we first use the pages from Med Mem and then the ones from Pow Mem
to map a sufficient number of physical pages to the memory object.
4.2.3 Implementation
In a real-life system, MOCA first conducts memory object profiling and classification
for a given application using a set of typical (training) inputs (i.e., as in any profiling-
based approach). The memory object classification obtained via profiling can then be
integrated into the application binaries through application instrumentation. Then,
when running an instrumented application, the OS allocates memory based on the
object classification information provided by the application and the types of memory
modules available in the system.
We implement an experimental framework that mimics this real-life scenario in
text
data
bss
heap
stack
Memory Map
Lat_Mem
Med_Mem
Pow_Mem
Hetero. Mem System
Lat-MO 
Heap
BW-MO 
Heap
Pow-MO 
Heap
Figure 4·14: Virtual and physical memory space separation for MOCA
support in real systems.
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an instruction-level performance simulator (Gem5 (Binkert et al., 2011)). The frame-
work includes a memory object profiler, statistics collection, and page allocation. We
track memory objects allocated using the memory allocation library of C language
(malloc()). This framework can be implemented in other simulators and other pro-
gramming languages as well. Details of our implementation are provided below.
Memory Object Profiler (Offline)
To profile memory objects within an application, we need to give each of them
a unique name and enable the performance simulator to keep track of them during
application runs. As introduced in Section 4.2.2, we use return addresses of memory
allocation function and its caller functions to uniquely name memory objects. To
do this, we modify the memory allocation function to get its call stack information
and pass the memory object information (including the call stack information) to the
simulator. For profiling, we modify the simulator to register memory objects based
on the received memory object information, and collect the performance statistics for
these memory objects.
For modifying the memory allocation function, we use a built-in function in C
language, builtin return address(), to get the return addresses of each memory
allocation function and its caller functions. The return addresses, with the start
address and size of a memory object, form the memory object information. We
add pseudo instructions as part of the simulated ISA in the simulator to create a
path transmitting the memory object information from the simulated system to the
simulator. When the simulator receives memory object information, it registers the
incoming memory object and compares it with the existing ones based on the call
stack information. If there is no match in the registered memory objects, the simulator
instantiates a new counter for this memory object. In case of a match, the simulator
relates this memory object with the counter that has the same call stack information.
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Table 4.3: Timing and architectural parameters for various memory
modules used in this work.
DDR3 (MI-
CRON, 2011)
RLDDR3 (MI-
CRON, 2016)
LPDDR2 (MI-
CRON, 2013)
Burst length 8 4 2
# of banks 8 16 4
Row buffer size 128 B 16 B 128 B
# of rows 32 K 8 K 8 K
Device width 8 32 16
tCK 1.07 1.25 1.875
tRAS 35 6 42
tRCD 13.75 2 18
tRC 48.75 8 60
tRFC 160 110 130
Standby Power 256 mW/GB 33 mW/GB 5.6 W/GB
Statistics collection (Offline)
For the registered memory objects, we collect ROB stall cycles and LLC MPKI
to identify their memory access behavior. For each simulated clock tick, when the
ROB stalls (or when there is a LLC miss), we poll all the registered memory objects
to see which memory object the requested address belongs to, and then the simulator
increments the corresponding counter for that memory object.
Page allocation (Runtime)
When a memory allocation function is called, based on the type of memory object,
the function allocates virtual pages in the corresponding heap space for this memory
object. Since the OS is aware of the correspondence between virtual memory (heap)
and physical memory, it maps corresponding physical pages to the virtual pages
according to the heap space they reside in, as shown in Fig. 4·14. We implement the
page allocation mechanism inside the simulator by maintaining our own page table.
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Figure 4·15: Memory access statistics (average ROB head stall cycles
per L2 miss and L2 MPKI) of selected SPEC applications. The letter in
each bar represents the category of that application. L: latency-sensitive; B:
bandwidth-sensitive; P: neither (placed in low-power memory).
4.2.4 Experimental Results
Simulation Methodology
We model a AMD Magny-Cours processor using Gem5 (Binkert et al., 2011) for per-
formance simulations. We use McPAT (Li et al., 2009) to get the core and cache power
values, and MICRON data sheets (MICRON, 2011; MICRON, 2013; MICRON, 2016)
to calculate memory power consumption. To demonstrate the benefits of the proposed
technique we run C-based applications from SPEC CPU2006 benchmark suite with
reference input set by fast-forwarding two billion instructions and executing 100 mil-
lion instructions. For memory object profiling, we generate the simpoints (Hamerly
et al., 2005) of applications with training input sets and run applications using these
simpoints to collect memory object statistics.
For performance and energy efficiency evaluation, we have three 2 GB homo-
geneous memory systems, each of which is composed of DDR3 memory, LPDDR2
memory or RLDDR3 memory, respectively. To test the application level page al-
location and proposed MOCA design, we model a heterogeneous memory system
composed of a 768 MB DDR3 module, a 256 MB RLDDR3 module and a 1 GB
LPDDR2 module. This heterogeneous memory system consists of four memory chan-
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Figure 4·16: Performance of homogeneous memory systems and hetero-
geneous memory systems with different page allocation algorithms.
nels and each channel is connected to a type of memory module (DDR3, RLDDR3
or LPDDR2). Each memory channel has a continuous memory address range (e.g.,
0x0000000-0xFFFFFFF for 1 MB memory channel). We use a dedicated memory
controller for each channel as the device timing parameters differ among different
memory modules. The architectural, timing and power parameters of the applied
memory modules are shown in Table 4.3 (MICRON, 2011; MICRON, 2013; MICRON,
2016). We use the proposed profiler to profile the target applications and classify these
applications based on L2 MPKI and ROB stall time. The application-level profiling
and classification results are shown in Fig. 4·15. In the following discussion, we denote
application-level memory allocation as App-lvl and our proposed object-level memory
allocation as MOCA.
Homogeneous vs. heterogeneous memory system
Figure 4·16 and 4·17 show the normalized performance and normalized energy
delay square product (ED2P) of the baseline memory systems and proposed hetero-
geneous memory systems, respectively. Besides these, we also show the memory ED2P
in Fig. 4·18. As shown in the figures, LPDDR2 has the worst performance, but due to
its low power cost, it still has the better memory energy efficiency than other systems
for low-power applications (e.g., h264ref and gobmk). On the other hand, RLDDR3
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Figure 4·17: System ED2P of homogeneous memory systems and hetero-
geneous memory systems with different page allocation algorithms.
always performs the best compared to the other systems, however, its high power
consumption significantly degrades its energy efficiency. DDR3 has the best memory
energy efficiency at a cost of 8.4% performance degradation compared to RLDDR3.
As for heterogeneous memory systems (both App-lvl and MOCA) outperform DDR3.
They achieve better system ED2P (11.6% for App-lvl and 13.6% for MOCA) and have
similar memory ED2P with DDR3 (9.2% for App-lvl and 3.1% for MOCA). Thus, the
heterogeneous memory systems can achieve better energy efficiency over homogeneous
memory systems with improved performance.
Application-level allocation vs. MOCA
For applications without object diversity (e.g., all objects belong to the same
category or an application has single memory object), MOCA has the same perfor-
mance/energy efficiency as App-lvl. However, when there are various memory objects
within an application, MOCA can achieve better performance and energy efficiency.
For example, the memory object with highest L2 MPKI in bzip2 has low ROB
stall time (as shown in Fig.4·10), thus this memory object is bandwidth-sensitive.
The other memory objects within bzip2, however, are neither latency-sensitive nor
bandwidth-sensitive, so they should be placed in LPDDR2 modules. As for lbm, App-
lvl allocates pages from all memory modules to its memory objects in a round robin
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erogeneous memory systems with different page allocation algorithms.
fashion, however, the low-power memory module hurts the general performance due
to its low bandwidth and high access latency. By allocating pages only from DDR3
and RLDRAM module, we can improve the performance by 24.4% and reduce system
ED2P by 49.3%. Overall, for memory intensive applications, MOCA can improve the
performance by 11% and reduce system ED2P by 17.3% on average compared to tra-
ditional homogeneous memory system composed of DDR3 modules. For applications
with memory object diversity, MOCA outperforms App-lvl by 5.4% in performance
and reduce system ED2P by 19%.
4.3 Summary
In this chapter, we have demonstrated the potential of 3D stacking to build a low
power multi-core system based on homogeneous stacking through 3D-MMC. We have
described an optimal way of exploiting the additional resources offered by the 3D-
stacked system through memory resource pooling. In addition, this work has shown
an analytical approach to evaluate the benefits of resource pooling. On the other
hand, we have proposed a memory object level management for heterogeneous mem-
ory systems, which shows a greater potential of 3D stacking on improving the system
performance and energy efficiency. We have demonstrated that in comparison to a ho-
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mogeneous memory system with DDR3 modules, for memory-intensive applications,
MOCA improves performance by 11% and reduces system ED2P by 17.3% on average.
For applications with memory object diversity, MOCA outperforms application-level
page allocation by 5.4% in performance and by 19% in system ED2P.
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Chapter 5
Thermal Management of 3D Stacked
Many-core Systems with PNoC
Silicon-photonic links are projected to replace the electrical links for global on-chip
communication in future many-core systems, however, the thermal sensitivity of pho-
tonic devices limits its wide adoption. Thus, it is in critical need for thermal manage-
ment for silicon-photonic network-on-chip (PNoC). In this chapter, we present novel
runtime and design-time thermal management techniques to guarantee the optical
link integrity and improve the power efficiency of many-core systems with PNoC.
Our proposed runtime management policy adjusts the temperature of optical devices
through workload allocation to match their optical frequencies as much as possible
and the remaining difference in optical frequencies is tuned to the same level during
runtime using our proposed tuning policy. Our proposed design-time methods reduce
the localized thermal tuning power and laser source power consumption through on-
chip silicon-photonic devices placement and floorplanning. We start this chapter
with a introduction of many-core systems with PNoC, followed by our experimental
methodology. Then, we present the proposed runtime and design-time thermal/power
management techniques in details.
5.1 Many-core Systems with PNoC
Many-core systems, designed for a high degree of parallel processing, is composed of a
large number of simple and independent cores and an on-chip communication network.
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Figure 5·1: Target many-core system with a PNoC (a), many-core
systems with 8-ary 3-stage Clos topology and shifted physical layouts
(b)-(c), and many-core systems with different logical topology and phys-
ical layout combinations (d)-(e). (d) is designed with 16-ary 3-stage
Clos topology and W-shape physical layout; (e) is designed with 8-ary
3-stage Clos topology and chain-shape physical layout.
To design a many-core system with PNoC, we must consider the requirements and
constraints for both electronic components and silicon-photonic components. In this
section, we introduce the architecture of our target many-core system and a general
PNoC design flow. Table 5.1 shows the notations used in this chapter.
5.1.1 Many-core System Architecture
In our work, we use a 256-core system designed using a typical 22 nm SOI CMOS
process, operating at 1 GHz with 0.9 V supply voltage. For each core, we use an
architecture similar to the IA-32 core from Intel SCC (Howard et al., 2011). Every
core consists of a 16 KB I/D L1 cache and a 256 KB private L2 cache. We scale the
core architecture to 22 nm, resulting in a single core area of 0.93 mm2 (including the
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Table 5.1: Notations used in this work.
Variable Definition Unit
i Ring group index
j Core index
k Thread index
l Laser source index
s Simulation step index
g Material index
R Thermal resistivity m ·K/W
Rjoint Thermal resistivity of the NoC block m ·K/W
∆fR/∆fLS
Thermal sensitivity of ring resonators / laser
sources in frequency domain
GHz/K
∆λR/∆λLS
Thermal sensitivity of ring resonators / laser
sources in wavelength domain
pm/K
ηR/ηLS
Thermal tuning efficiency of ring resonators /
laser sources
W/K
ng Refractive index of the ring resonator material
r Ring resonator radius µm
V Volume m3
M Total number of ring groups
H Total number of rings in a ring group
N Total number of cores
S Total number of threads
Q Total number of laser sources
nλ Number of wavelengths per waveguide
x Number of middle stage routers
y Number of I/O ports on first or last stage routers
z Number of first or last stage routers
w Weight factor K/W
wij
Weight factor for ring group i and core j for tem-
perature impact
K/W
∆w Weight factor difference K/W
t Time ms
T Temperature oC
TRGi Temperature of ring group i
oC
TLSl Temperature of laser source l
oC
Pj Power of core j W
PFT Optical frequency tuning power W
Pleak Leakage power W
λ Wavelength nm
F Frequency GHz
FRGi Frequency of ring group i GHz
FLSl Frequency of laser source l GHz
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L1 cache), and an L2 cache area of 0.35 mm2. Our total chip area1 is 326.5 mm2.
The average power consumption for each core is 1.17 W . The system is organized into
64 equal tiles. In each tile, four cores are connected via an electrical router. There
are 16 memory controllers that are uniformly distributed along two edges of the chip.
We use an 8-ary 3-stage Clos network topology to connect the L2 caches and memory
controllers. Our Clos can be described by the triplet (x=8, y=10, z=8), where x is
the number of middle stage routers, y is the number of I/O ports on the first or last
stage routers, and z is the number of first or last stage routers. Therefore, the 8-ary
3-stage Clos PNoC has 128 channels in total.
We map the 8-ary 3-stage Clos topology to a U-shaped physical layout of silicon-
photonic waveguides as shown in Fig. 5·1(a), where each ring group is assigned to the
nearest eight tiles and two memory controllers. We apply the silicon-photonic link
technology described in prior work (Orcutt et al., 2012; Moss et al., 2013; Georgas
et al., 2014), where optical devices are monolithically integrated with CMOS devices.
In this system, single crystal Si is utilized for waveguides and ring resonators, and
Ge on Si is utilized for photodetectors. Ring resonators are designed in Si by ion
implantation and are tuned with metal heaters. We combine the ring modulators
and filters from one electrical router of each of the three network stages into a ring
group (RG). The optical waves from laser sources arrive at a ring group and are
modulated. The modulated optical waves traverse the network and are filtered by
the ring filters in the destination ring group, where a photodetector converts the
optical signal into an electrical current that is fed to the link receiver circuit. We
assume on-chip laser sources, which simplify packaging, reduce cost and improve
laser source control. Several approaches have been proposed for realizing on-chip
laser sources (Song et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2011; Lourdudoss, 2012). Specifically,
1There are commercial products with similar die size and power consumption, e.g., SPARC T4
processor (Oracle, 2011).
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Figure 5·2: PNoC design flow chart.
we assume heterogeneous integration to incorporate laser sources above the logic and
silicon-photonic devices. Such a monolithic approach can be cost effective because it
does not require separate fabrication of laser sources and would avoid chip attachment
steps that require precise alignment.
Alternative core and cache architectures may require different logical topology and
physical layout combinations, so we also present system designs with other layouts
and ring group locations in Fig. 5·1(b) to 5·1(e). Figures 5·1(b) and 5·1(c) show two
layouts that use the same logical topology but have horizontal and vertical shifts,
respectively, in ring group locations. Figure 5·1(d) presents a system with 16-ary
3-stage logical topology and a W-shaped physical layout. Figure 5·1(e) shows a
rectangular chip with 8-ary 3-stage logical topology and chain-shaped physical layout.
5.1.2 PNoC Design Flow
Designing a PNoC for a many-core system has many factors to consider, e.g., band-
width requirement and area constraints of the target system, data rate of the optical
waves as well as the design of ring resonators. To investigate the design space of a
PNoC, we adopt a cross-layer approach where we jointly consider the photonic device
design and NoC architecture design. Figure 5·2 shows the design flow adopted for
jointly choosing the ring dimensions, the number of wavelengths per waveguide, and
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the number of waveguides for a given thermal gradient and area constraint. We con-
sider area overhead as a constraint in the design flow because monolithic integration
increases die area, resulting in increased manufacturing cost.
The bandwidth requirement of a PNoC depends on targeted applications in a
many-core system. In our work, we simulate selected SPLASH-2 (Woo et al., 1995),
PARSEC (Bienia et al., 2008) and UHPC (Campbell et al., 2012) applications on our
many-core system and determine the peak NoC bandwidth (BW) requirement to be
512GB/s, which corresponds to 64 bits/cycle for each photonic channel in our 8-ary 3-
stage Clos network. A monolithically integrated silicon-photonic link with 2.5 Gbps/λ
bandwidth has been demonstrated in prior work (Moss et al., 2013). In this work,
we assume a bandwidth of 4 Gbps/λ. This is reasonable considering the performance
of current silicon-photonic devices that operate beyond 25 Gbps (Baehr-Jones et al.,
2012). The link bandwidth and the required bandwidth of the applications define the
total number of wavelengths needed in the PNoC. We constrain PNoC area to be at
most 10% of the total die area. This constraint puts an upper limit on the number of
waveguides in the system and thus a lower limit on the number of wavelengths that
need to be mapped to a waveguide. We ignore the non-linearity limit on the power
that can be injected into a waveguide (Joshi et al., 2009). As for the ring resonator
design, we choose 10 µm as the ring radius.
Within each ring group in a PNoC, there are ring resonators with varying fre-
quencies belonging to different silicon-photonic links. Each silicon-photonic link is
multiplexed with other links on a waveguide and has one ring modulator (on the
transmitter side) in one ring group and a ring filter (on the receiver side) with the
same resonant frequency in another ring group. For the sake of brevity, we refer to
“resonant frequencies of ring resonators within a ring group” as “the resonant fre-
quency of a ring group”. We use “resonant frequency difference between two ring
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Figure 5·3: Our performance (Carlson et al., 2011), power (Thoziy-
oor et al., 2008; Li et al., 2009) and thermal (Skadron et al., 2003)
simulation setup for modeling many-core systems with a PNoC.
groups” to represent “resonant frequency difference between a ring modulator in one
ring group, and the corresponding ring filter in the other ring group”.
For systems without process variations, a corresponding resonant frequency differ-
ence between two ring groups can be computed using the temperature gradient (∆T )
between them: ∆F = ∆T × ∆fR. Due to manufacturing process variations, there
are variations in the dimensions of the waveguides across a chip (Chen et al., 2013).
Since the resonant frequency is very sensitive to these dimensions, there is an initial
gradient in frequency across ring groups. Thus, temperature alone cannot accurately
indicate the frequency difference among ring groups.
5.2 Experimental Methodology
To investigate thermal variations’ impact on optical frequencies of ring resonators
and laser sources at runtime when running realistic workloads on a many-core system
with PNoC, we set up a simulation infrastructure composed of performance, power
and thermal simulators, as shown in Fig. 5·3. We use Sniper (Carlson et al., 2011)
to simulate performance. Sniper comes interfaced with McPAT (Li et al., 2009) to
estimate the power consumption of the simulated system. The power traces generated
by McPAT are given as inputs to the HotSpot 3D Extension (Skadron et al., 2003;
Meng et al., 2012) for transient thermal simulations.
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5.2.1 Performance and Power Simulation
For performance simulations, we simulate the region of interest of a representative
set of multi-threaded applications from the SPLASH-2 (Woo et al., 1995) (barnes,
lu cont and water nsq), PARSEC (Bienia et al., 2008) (blackscholes and canneal),
and UHPC (Campbell et al., 2012) (md and shock) benchmark suites. To investigate
the impact of core thermal variations on the photonic devices under varying system
utilizations, we run each application on a target many-core system (explained in
Section 5.1.1) with 32, 64, 96 and 128 threads.
We use the performance statistics from Sniper as input to McPAT to calculate
power for cores and caches. After generating all power traces, we use published power
dissipation data from Intel Single-Chip Cloud Computer (SCC) (Howard et al., 2011),
scaled to 22 nm, to calibrate our dynamic power data. HotSpot takes these power
traces as inputs, and outputs corresponding temperature traces. We assume that idle
cores are put into sleep states and consume 0 W . We also assume that 35% of the
average core power (1.17 W ) at 70 oC comes from leakage (Meng et al., 2012). We
calculate the average core power consumption in one core for each application and
categorize the applications as shown in Table 5.2. We compose and evaluate different
workload combinations based on this categorization in Section 5.5.2.
To simulate thermal behavior of the cores more accurately, we implement a linear
leakage power model inside HotSpot. This model is suitable due to the relatively
limited range in the operating temperature on our target system (Su et al., 2003).
We use published data for Intel 22 nm commercial processors (Wong, 2012) to extract
this linear leakage power model as shown in Equation (5.1). In this equation, T (ts−1)
is the temperature in oC at time ts−1 and Pleak(ts) is the leakage power in W at time
ts, where s is the thermal simulation step index and ts is the time at which the leakage
power is recalculated. c1 and c2 are constant coefficients with values 1.4e-3 and 0.31,
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Table 5.2: Classification of applications.
High Power (HP) Apps md (2.15 W ), shock (1.7 W )
Medium Power (MP) Apps blackscholes (1.46 W ), barnes (1.3 W )
Low Power (LP) Apps canneal (0.9 W ), water nsq (0.7 W ),
lu cont (0.75 W )
respectively. During thermal simulations, we update the leakage power for every core
based on its temperature at ts−1.
Pleak(ts) = c1 × T (ts−1) + c2 (5.1)
A novel part of our simulation infrastructure is modeling the laser source power
consumption at runtime as a function of temperature, and including this model in
our HotSpot transient thermal simulations. Previous work (Li et al., 2015a) imple-
mented a temperature-dependent laser source power model for steady state thermal
simulations. We put together a similar framework that works with both steady state
simulations and transient simulations. In our framework, we generate a lookup table
for laser power by employing the theory described in prior work (Coldren et al., 2012).
The laser source power that contributes to heat dissipation is the difference between
the required input electrical power and the required output optical power. The re-
quired input electrical power depends on the required output optical power and the
laser source efficiency. The required output optical power is determined by the optical
loss during optical wave transmission in the PNoC, and thus is fixed for a given PNoC
design. The laser source efficiency is based on the required output optical power and
laser source temperature. Thus, the lookup table takes required output optical power
and laser source temperature as inputs, and computes the required input electrical
power based on the corresponding laser source efficiency. During transient thermal
simulations, we update the laser source power at the beginning of each simulation
step for each laser source based on its temperature.
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5.2.2 Thermal Simulation
We perform transient thermal simulations to evaluate our proposed dynamic workload
allocation policies. To do this, we enable HotSpot to read the upcoming jobs from a
job queue, in which each job entry has an arrival time, an application name, and a
required thread count. We also integrate a workload allocation module in HotSpot.
When a job arrives, this module allocates the threads to cores. HotSpot assigns a
power value for each core at each simulation step based on the specific thread it
runs (assigned from a power trace database generated via Sniper-McPAT). Thread
migration can be applied to this framework as needed.
In our HotSpot setup, we use the default configuration with 35 oC ambient tem-
perature, and the properties of the materials shown in Table 5.3. The floorplans
of the target systems are shown in Fig. 5·1. For our system, we assume monolithic
integration of waveguides, ring resonators and photodetectors on the logic layer (Or-
cutt et al., 2012), while laser sources are on a separate layer. On the laser source
layer, the laser sources are placed along the upper chip edge, arranged in two groups
surrounding the waveguides in a matrix fashion, as shown in Fig. 5·1(a).
The number of laser sources depends on the design choice of laser source type,
sharing degree and required network bandwidth. Sharing a laser source among mul-
tiple waveguides has been shown to improve laser source efficiency and reduce total
on-chip power (Chen et al., 2014). We choose 32 waveguides for our PNoC design
to allow for laser source sharing between waveguides while remaining within the 10%
area overhead maximum given for the photonic devices in our system.
We aggregate waveguides, ring resonators and photodetectors into larger simula-
tion blocks in our floorplan in HotSpot. We calculate the joint thermal resistivity
for each PNoC block based on the percentage of each material’s volume and thermal
resistivity of each material using Rjoint = Vtotal/Σ(Vg/Rg), where Vtotal represents the
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Table 5.3: Properties of the materials in our target system.
Thickness (mm) Side (mm)
Heat Sink 6.9 80
Spreader 1 40
Interface Material 0.02
Laser Source Layer 0.005
Core Layer 0.05
Thermal Conductivity Specific Heat
(W ·m−1 ·K−1) (J · g−1 ·K−1)
Spreader 400
Interface Material 4
Si 100 0.71
InP 68 0.31
Photonic Device Dimensions Material
Laser Source Size 300 µm × 50 µm InP
Ring Radius 10 µm Si
Workload
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Core & Cache
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Ring Group
Temperature
Laser Source
Temperature
Laser & Ring
Control Power
Core & Cache
Temperature
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Figure 5·4: Thermal dependence between workload distribution and
optical device frequency control power.
total volume of a PNoC block, Rg refers to the thermal resistivity of material g and
Vg indicates the volume of material g in this PNoC block. Rjoint of the ring blocks is
1.006e-2 m ·K/W , while Rjoint for the waveguide blocks is 1.004e-2 m ·K/W (both
are almost identical to the thermal resistivity of Si).
Transient thermal simulations are initialized with a steady state simulation. As
the temperature-dependent leakage model changes the power traces, we run each
transient thermal simulation for another round to ensure convergence of temperature.
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5.3 Runtime Thermal Management Through Workload Al-
location
In a PNoC, WID process and thermal variations cause optical frequency difference
among ring groups and laser sources, which needs to be compensated through lo-
calized thermal tuning technique. Process variations depend on the quality of the
manufacturing process while the temperature variations are highly dependent on the
workload distribution in the many-core system. The thermal dependence between
workload distribution and optical device frequency control power is shown in Fig. 5·4.
Our target is to change the chip thermal map through workload allocation to reduce
the resonant frequency difference among all the ring groups. On top of this, we pro-
pose an adaptive frequency tuning method to match the remaining optical frequency
difference between laser sources and ring groups.
We describe our proposed ring-location-aware workload allocation policy, RingAw-
are (Zhang et al., 2014), and its improved version, FreqAlign (Abellan et al., 2016),
in Section 5.3.1. In Section 5.3.2, we introduce a baseline frequency tuning policy and
present a novel adaptive frequency tuning policy for many-core systems with on-chip
laser sources. We discuss the performance overhead of FreqAlign in Section 5.3.2.
5.3.1 Workload Allocation Policies
RingAware
The RingAware workload allocation policy balances the ring group temperatures by
maintaining similar power profiles around each ring group. For a given layout, this
policy categorizes cores based on the distance of a core from its closest ring group.
We use RD# notation for each region, where # represents the cores’ relative distance
to the ring group, as shown in Fig. 5·5. Since RD0 cores have the highest impact
on a ring group’s temperature, RingAware maintains similar power profile across the
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RD0 regions for all ring groups to minimize their temperature gradients.
We use single-threaded cores and each workload is composed of S threads. For an
N -core system with M ring groups, if there are S threads to allocate, we first compare
S with the total number of non-RD0 cores. If S is larger, the RD0 cores need to be
Identify RD0 cores → RD0 core list;
Partition the system into 4 quadrants;
Sort all threads based on their power consumption;
if S > N −#RD0Cores then
foreach ring group in the system do
assign dS−(N−#RD0Cores)
M
e threads;
end
Each quadrant ← S−d
S−(N−#RD0Cores)
M
e∗M
4
threads;
else
Each quadrant ← S
4
threads;
foreach quadrant in the system do
foreach thread left in queue do
allocatedCore← 0;
nextThread← 0;
foreach alternative core j on boundary do
if core j is idle & core j 6∈ RD0 core list then
allocatedCore← j;
nextThread← 1;
break;
end
end
if nextThread == 0 then
foreach alternative core j in inner area do
if core j is idle & core j 6∈ RD0 core list then
allocatedCore← j;
nextThread← 1;
break;
end
end
end
end
end
end
Algorithm 1: Pseudocode for RingAware (Zhang et al., 2014) policy.
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Figure 5·5: (a) Classification of RD0 cores and (b) an example of
RingAware allocation in a 64-core system.
utilized to run all the threads and we assign dS−(N−#RD0Cores)
M
e threads to each RD0
region. The RD0 regions of all ring groups need to have the same active core count
to minimize the ring group temperature gradient. Then, we partition the system
into four quadrants and then assign the rest of the threads evenly in each quadrant.
The residual threads, if any, are allocated to the quadrants in a round-robin fashion.
For each quadrant, RingAware activates non-RD0 cores alternately from the outer
boundaries to the inner part of the chip (i.e., to reduce chip temperature) until all
threads are allocated, starting from the corner core, as shown in Algorithm 1. If there
are power variations among threads, we rank the threads according to their power
consumptions at the beginning and start the allocation process with the high-power
threads in the order (Thr1 to Thr8) shown in Fig. 5·5(b).
RingAware allocation effectively reduces the ring group temperature gradient,
which results in a low resonant frequency gradient when the system does not have
process variations. For systems with process variations, only balancing the tempera-
tures of ring groups is not sufficient to reduce the resonant frequency difference among
ring groups. Also, when the ring groups are not symmetrically placed on the chip,
RingAware starts to require larger thermal tuning power. Hence, we now propose an
improved policy that jointly accounts for thermal variations and process variations.
This policy works even for asymmetric placement of ring groups.
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FreqAlign
The goal of FreqAlign workload allocation policy is to reduce the resonant frequency
difference among ring groups. To do this, we estimate the ring group resonant fre-
quency for every potential workload allocation decision by estimating the ring group
temperatures. In a system that has M ring groups and N cores, for each ring group,
we use an M × N weight matrix of wij that contains the steady state temperature
impact per unit of power of core j on ring group i. This weight matrix is used to
estimate the temperature of ring groups. For example, if core j has a weight factor of
0.5 for ring group i, it means at steady state, ring group i’s temperature increases by
0.5 K when core j consumes 1 W . This weight matrix can be obtained using HotSpot
for a given physical layout.
When calculating the resonant frequency shifts of ring resonators in ring group i
due to thermal variations, we use Eqn. (5.2) and (5.3), where FRGi
post and TRGi
post are
the resonant frequency and temperature, respectively, of ring group i after an updated
workload allocation. FRGi
pre and TRGi
pre are the resonant frequency and temperature
of ring group i before this updated workload allocation. ∆fR is 9.7 GHz/K, Pj is
the power of core j, and wij is the weight factor of core j to ring group i.
FRGi
post = FRGi
pre −∆fR × (TRGipost − TRGipre) (5.2)
TRGi
post =
N∑
j=1
wij × Pj (5.3)
Algorithm 2 shows the pseudocode of FreqAlign. Here, we define a job as an appli-
cation with a number of threads to be allocated (our target system has single-threaded
cores, so we can only assign one thread per core), and we put the threads into a queue
and allocate them to the available cores in the many-core system. The objective func-
tion of the optimization is to minimize the sum of the absolute differences in resonant
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Sort all threads based on their power consumption;
foreach thread in queue do
∆wmin ← −1;
allocatedCore← 0;
foreach available core j in many-core system do
foreach ring group i in many-core system do
west ← wcurr + core j impact on RG i;
end
∆west ← max(west)−min(west);
if ∆west < ∆wmin or ∆wmin == −1 then ∆wmin ← ∆west;
allocatedCore← j;
else continue;
end
allocatedCore in coreArray ← active;
wcurr ← wcurr + core(allocatedCore) impact on RGs;
end
Algorithm 2: Pseudocode for FreqAlign Policy.
frequencies of all the ring groups (
M−1∑
i=1
M∑
i′=i+1
|FRGi − FRGi′ |).
Every ring group has a designed resonant frequency value F 0i . Due to process
variations, this value varies depending on the ring group location. The variations in
the resonant frequency could be diagnosed after the chip is manufactured. We track
the resonant frequencies using an array (wcurr in Algorithm 2) for the ring groups
during the system operation. This array contains the initial values of w which depend
on the resonant frequency shift of each ring group caused by its process variations.
For example, an initial array of [5, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,−5], means that RG1 has a resonant
frequency 5 K × 9.7 GHz/K = 48.5 GHz lower than the designed frequency while
RG8 has a resonant frequency 48.5 GHz higher than the designed frequency. Every
time a core is activated, we update this array based on the core’s impact on the ring
groups. Our target in workload allocation is to equalize the values in this array.
During the system operation, when an application with S threads arrives, we
rank the threads based on their power consumption (which can be estimated through
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previous runs or performance counters history) and assign them to the cores while
balancing the resonant frequency of the ring groups. After all S threads are allocated
to the corresponding cores, the system starts to run. As Algorithm 2 shows, when
assigning the threads, we go through all the available cores in the system. For each
available core, we calculate the expected resonant frequency difference among all ring
groups if a thread is assigned to that core. For each thread, we select the core that
leads to the smallest resonant frequency difference among all ring groups (∆wmin).
After assigning a thread, we update the estimated resonant frequency values for all
ring groups. We iterate this process until all threads are assigned. If there are jobs
currently running on the many-core system and a new job arrives, we rank them
together with new threads based on their power consumptions and reallocate all
workloads. The potential workload migration when redoing the allocation induces
context switch overhead and cache cold start effect to the system. FreqAlign can be
integrated with the operating system scheduler and run on any available core in the
system. We discuss the performance overhead of FreqAlign in Section 5.3.2.
5.3.2 Frequency Tuning Methods
Baseline Frequency Tuning
Workload allocation can help decrease the resonant frequency difference among the
ring groups. We use localized tuning to compensate for the remaining resonant fre-
quency difference as well as the optical frequency difference between ring groups and
laser sources. Resonant frequencies of ring resonators can be controlled through ther-
mal tuning devices such as micro-heaters. As for on-chip laser sources, their optical
frequencies can be controlled in a number of ways, depending on the laser source type.
For example, multi-section distributed Bragg reflector laser sources comprise of wave-
length tuning control elements such as mirrors and a phase section. The wavelengths
of distributed feedback lasers, which we use in this work, are controlled by injecting
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current. More advanced laser sources on silicon-photonic platforms may comprise of
extra ring filters within the laser cavity for tuning purposes.
Our baseline frequency tuning method is Target Frequency Tuning (TFT). In this
tuning method, at any given time during system operation, all ring groups and laser
sources are first tuned to their optical frequencies at the temperature threshold of the
target many-core system (90 oC in our case), and then are individually tuned further
to compensate for process variations to match their optical frequencies. We also
assume that all the ring resonators within a ring group share the same temperature.
Since the material used for the laser sources and ring resonators have different thermo-
optic coefficients, their respective tuning efficiencies (8 mW/nm (Larson et al., 2015)
for the laser sources and 2.6 mW/nm (Orcutt et al., 2012) for the ring resonators) also
differ. The temperature sensitivity values for laser sources and ring resonators are 12.5
GHz/K (Kimoto et al., 2003) and 9.7 GHz/K (Dong et al., 2010a), respectively. For
a fixed target optical frequency, the amount of frequency tuning power (PFT ) required
is shown in Equation (5.4), where FLSl is the frequency of laser source l, Ftargeti/l is the
desired target optical frequency of a photonic device i/l at the target temperature,
∆fLS is the thermal sensitivity of the laser source, ηLS is the tuning efficiency of the
laser sources, FRGi is the frequency of ring group i, ∆fR is the thermal sensitivity
of the ring resonators, ηR is the tuning efficiency of a single ring resonator, Q is the
total number of laser sources, M is the total number of ring groups, and H is the
amount of ring resonators in a ring group.
PFT =
Q∑
l=1
|FLSl − Ftargetl |
∆fLS
× ηLS+
M∑
i=1
FRGi − Ftargeti
∆fR
× ηR ×H
(5.4)
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Figure 5·6: Illustration of FreqAlign workload allocation policy and
adaptive frequency tuning AFT policy. Every thread allocated by Fre-
qAlign increases the temperatures of ring groups and causes a down-
ward shift in their frequencies. When all threads are allocated, thermal
tuning is used to bring all ring groups to the lowest common resonant
frequency. Above, ring groups 1 and 3, as well as the laser source, are
tuned to match the resonant frequency of ring group 2.
Adaptive Frequency Tuning
TFT tunes all ring groups and laser sources in PNoC to a target optical frequency.
Using this method, the total tuning power depends directly on the sum of differences
between the optical frequency of optical devices and the target frequency. When
the system is underutilized, the tuning power becomes significant due to the low
average temperature. Since in our work we use on-chip laser sources, which provide
a much shorter control loop compared to off-chip laser sources, we propose a new
tuning method to match the optical frequency of laser sources and ring resonators,
called Adaptive Frequency Tuning (AFT). In this tuning method, we set the lowest
frequency among the ring groups as the target frequency and tune all the other devices
to this target frequency. Because ring groups’ resonant frequencies change with their
temperatures, the target frequency is chosen adaptively based on the current lowest
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resonant frequency among all ring groups. Therefore, the tuning power depends on
the combination of relative differences between the lowest resonant frequency among
the ring groups and the optical frequencies of other optical devices. As a result,
FreqAlign requires lower power consumption for optical frequency tuning (Fig. 5·6).
Performance Overhead Analysis
The performance overhead of FreqAlign policy is composed of two parts: (1) the
execution time of FreqAlign and (2) the potential thread migration overhead in a
many-core system. To evaluate the execution time of FreqAlign, we carried out an
off-line experimental analysis considering the worst-case scenario of allocating one
thread to each core in the target 256-core system. For our analysis, we implement
FreqAlign in C programming language, compile it using gcc with -O3 flag, and run
it on Sniper. The simulation results show that the allocation of 256 threads to 256
cores takes a total of 192 µs.
Whenever a new job enters the system, thread allocation in FreqAlign also in-
volves a reallocation process, in which we migrate the existing threads if necessary.
Thread migration may hurt application performance due to the context switch and
the cache cold start effect. We use Sniper along with its hardware thread migration
scheme (Van Craeynest et al., 2013) to investigate the impact of thread migration
overhead on our target system’s performance. Once the pipeline of the core a thread
is originally running on has been drained, its architectural state is transferred to the
destination core. The destination core then starts running the thread and endures
the cache cold start effect. The overhead from migrating a thread from one core to
another core includes three major components: (1) a fixed penalty of 1000 cycles for
storing and restoring the core’s architectural state (Van Craeynest et al., 2013); (2)
the time to drain the source core’s pipeline prior to migration; and (3) the cache cold
start effect. As quantified in several previous studies (Van Craeynest et al., 2013;
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Van Craeynest et al., 2012), cache cold start effect is the dominant component in
migration overhead and can be two orders of magnitude larger than the other two
components combined. In our thread migration scheme, there is no flushing of the
source core’s caches. Every cache miss in the destination core sends a memory request
to the source core’s L2 cache instead of memory. This lowers the number of memory
accesses. Any source core’s L2 cache block that is in shared/modified state triggers
a writeback/invalidation using the normal cache coherency protocol.
As thread migration overhead varies with both workload and the number of
threads to migrate, we carry out a comprehensive evaluation that considers all ap-
plications under varying number of threads used in this work (further details in Sec-
tion 5.5.2). We configure Sniper with multiple thread migration intervals (time slice
after which a thread migrating process occurs): 500 µs, 1 ms and 10 ms. For each
interval case, we configure the migration percentage, i.e., the number of threads that
actually migrate: 0.0 (baseline case without thread migration), 0.05 (5% of the threads
migrate), 0.1, 0.25, 0.5 and 1.0 (all threads migrate). We compare the migration cases
with the baseline cases to calculate the average cycle count per migration for each
of the combinations. From the results, we observe a maximum of 147.3 µs (14.3 µs
on average) increment in running time due to thread migration. The running times
of our applications with native input size vary from hundreds of milliseconds to sec-
onds (Carlson et al., 2012). Real-life running times for similar scientific applications
vary from minutes to hours. As FreqAlign executes only when a new job arrives at
the system, we conclude that it entails negligible performance overhead.
5.3.3 Experimental Results
To demonstrate the benefits and scalability of FreqAlign, we conduct experiments us-
ing systems with different logical topology / physical layout combinations and process
variations and compare FreqAlign with two other policies: assignment of threads start-
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ing from the lowest indexed core (Clustered, shown in Algorithm 3) and RingAware
(shown in Algorithm 1). In our target system, the cores are indexed from left to right
and from bottom to top. There are 32 waveguides in the PNoC, and the data rate for
each wavelength is 4 Gbps. Our design of experiments contains the following cases:
1. Six workload combination cases using two different jobs (see Table 5.4) at the
same time: HPHP, HPMP, HPLP, MPMP, MPLP, LPLP; Job 1 arrives at 1 ms
and Job 2 arrives at 2 ms after the start of each simulation. Jobs have different
running times (see Table 5.5), and the shorter job repeats itself until the longer
job finishes execution.
2. Six utilization cases: 25% (Job 1: 32 cores + Job 2: 32 cores), 50% (32+96,
64+64, 96+32 cores), 75% (96+96 cores), 100% (128+128 cores).
3. One case without process variations and four cases with process variations in
different directions.
4. Five logical topology and physical layout combinations (Fig. 5·1(a) to 5·1(e)).
Sort all threads based on their power consumption;
foreach thread in queue do
allocatedCore← 0;
for j = 1 to N do
if core j is available then
allocatedCore← j;
break;
end
end
end
Algorithm 3: Pseudocode for Clustered policy.
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Table 5.4: Workload combinations. HP: High-Power; MP: Medium-
Power; LP: Low-Power.
Workload Job 1 Job 2
HPHP md shock
HPMP md blackscholes
HPLP shock lu cont
MPMP barnes blackscholes
MPLP barnes water nsq
LPLP lu cont canneal
Table 5.5: Running times of jobs (Unit: ms).
Thread
count
md shock
black-
scholes
lu cont barnes water nsq canneal
32 320 397 30 140 237 17 72
64 295 309 24 128 218 16 68
96 221 205 16 104 158 16 62
128 167 188 12 89 139 16 59
Optical Frequency Tuning Evaluation
We compare the optical frequency difference and required tuning power for the three
policies. Figure 5·7 shows resonant frequency differences among the ring groups for
the three policies using a U-shape 8-ary 3-stage Clos PNoC (as shown in Fig. 5·1(a)).
We can see that Clustered results in highest resonant frequency gradient among all
three policies. FreqAlign reduces resonant frequency difference by 60.6% on average
compared to RingAware. This is because RingAware only focuses on RD0 cores, but
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Figure 5·7: Average resonant frequency differences when using Clus-
tered, RingAware and FreqAlign workload allocation policy for U-shape
layout with 8-ary 3-stage Clos topology shown in Fig. 5·1(a). Each bar
represents a workload and utilization combination case.
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Figure 5·8: Average optical tuning power when using localized tuning
for Clustered, RingAware and FreqAlign workload allocation policy for
8-ary 3-stage Clos topology with U-shape layout in Fig. 5·1(a). TFT :
Target Frequency Tuning; AFT : Adaptive Frequency Tuning.
the aggregation of non-RD0 cores still has a huge impact on ring group temperature.
FreqAlign estimates the impact of allocating a thread to a core on all ring group
temperatures, which reduces resonant frequency difference among all ring groups.
In Fig. 5·8, we present the thermal tuning power when applying different workload
allocation policies and tuning mechanisms. Here, we do not show the cases (e.g.,
HPHP with 128+128 threads) in which the maximum on-chip temperature is higher
than the temperature threshold, 90 oC. This rule also applies to all the other figures in
this section. Since TFT requires every ring group and laser source to be tuned to the
resonant frequency at 90 oC, the required tuning power only depends on the absolute
operating temperatures of the photonic devices. Under such scenarios, temperature
balancing techniques without proper tuning strategies do not show advantage on
reducing thermal tuning power. Thus Clustered and RingAware have similar required
tuning power. Adaptive Frequency Tuning (AFT), on the other hand, tunes the
laser source frequency to align with the lowest of the current resonant frequencies
of ring groups, which is balanced through the proposed workload allocation policy.
FreqAlign+AFT saves 19.28 W thermal tuning power on average and up to 34.57 W
compared to RingAware+TFT. This result demonstrates the need for proper control
of the on-chip laser source and ring resonator optical frequency tuning mechanism.
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Apart from edge-placed laser sources, we also test the proposed policy and baseline
policies for the same many-core chip, but this time with locally-placed laser sources,
where on-chip laser sources are placed around the ring groups along the U-shape
waveguide. We observe similar percentages of thermal tuning power reduction for
FreqAlign. For off-chip laser sources, due to the lack of runtime control, AFT is not
applicable in this scenario. Thus, systems with off-chip laser sources have similar ring
resonator thermal tuning power as the cases with TFT (Fig. 5·8(a) and (b)).
Case Study on Process Variation
Ring resonators are sensitive to process variations, and the resonant frequency can
vary approximately linearly with distance on the scale of waveguide length (Zortman
et al., 2010). To study the impact of process variations, we consider a wavelength
variation of 400 pm/cm due to process variations by considering a linear process
variation of 0.76 nm (Mohamed et al., 2010) over our approximately 1.9 cm long chip.2
In this case study, we consider four process variation directions as shown in Fig. 5·10:
(a) horizontal, (b) vertical, (c) diagonal which results in largest process variations
among ring groups and (d) diagonal which results in largest process variations across
the chip. We evaluate both RingAware and FreqAlign policies, with the assumed
process variation directions. The results in Fig. 5·9 show that FreqAlign reduces the
resonant frequency difference by 52.7% on average compared to RingAware. This is
because RingAware is designed to balance the operating temperatures among the ring
groups, and does not account for process variations. On the other hand, FreqAlign
considers both temperature and process variations, so it significantly reduces the
average resonant frequency difference.3
2While we are using linear process variation for our case study, FreqAlign comprehends unique
process variation parameters for each ring group in a system, so any pattern of process variation
between ring groups could be considered.
3We also investigate systematic WID process variations for both ring resonators and cores. We
assume 50% leakage power variations across the chip from top to bottom due to WID process
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(a) Horizontal process variation gradient. Average (maximum) power reduction
is 1.83 W (2.77 W ), 62.9% (82.5%).
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(b) Vertical process variation gradient. Average (maximum) power reduction is
1.81 W (2.91 W ), 64.7% (84.3%).
Figure 5·9: Average resonant frequency difference when comparing
RingAware and FreqAlign workload allocation policy for U-shape lay-
out with 8-ary 3-stage Clos topology and a wavelength variation of 400
pm/cm in multiple directions due to process variations. The process
variation cases and tuning power reduction of FreqAlign+AFT com-
pared to RingAware+AFT are shown in the captions of subfigures.
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(c) Maximum process variation among ring groups. Average (maximum) power
reduction is 2.04 W (3.26 W ), 60.1% (80.8%).
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(d) Maximum on-chip process variation. Average (maximum) power reduction is
2.12 W (3.13 W ), 61.4% (76.2%).
Figure 5·9: Average resonant frequency difference when comparing
RingAware and FreqAlign workload allocation policy for U-shape lay-
out with 8-ary 3-stage Clos topology and a wavelength variation of 400
pm/cm in multiple directions due to process variations. The process
variation cases and tuning power reduction of FreqAlign+AFT com-
pared to RingAware+AFT are shown in the captions of subfigures.
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Figure 5·10: Process variation directions considered for case study.
Case Study on Layout Sensitivity
In addition to process variations, we also evaluate FreqAlign for various PNoC layouts.
We conduct this case study in two aspects: (1) using the same PNoC logical topology
and physical layout combination but slightly shifted ring group locations; (2) using
different PNoC logical topology and physical layout combinations.
For Case (1), we test the two layouts with shifted ring group placements in
Fig. 5·1(b) and Fig. 5·1(c). When using these two layouts, FreqAlign has 60% and
50.7% reduction in resonant frequency difference, respectively, compared to RingAware
(see Fig. 5·11(a) and Fig. 5·11(b)) since it considers the estimated resonant frequen-
cies of ring groups and their placement, when allocating the jobs. This case study
demonstrates that FreqAlign is adaptive to minor changes in system layout.
For Case (2), we use two other logical topology and physical layout combina-
tions shown in Fig. 5·1(d) (16-ary 3-stage Clos topology and a W-shape layout) and
Fig. 5·1(e) (8-ary 3-stage Clos topology and chain-shape layout). The comparisons of
average resonant frequency difference among ring groups for these two cases between
RingAware and FreqAlign are shown in Fig. 5·11(c) and Fig. 5·11(d), respectively.
Compared to RingAware, FreqAlign reduces the average resonant frequency differ-
ence by 42.8% and 59.2% for W-shape 16-ary 3-stage PNoC and chain-shape 8-ary
variations in a decreasing gradient (Dighe et al., 2011). Our results show that FreqAlign reduces the
resonant frequency difference by 57.3% compared to RingAware. Without WID process variations
for cores, the reduction is 55.6%.
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(a) Horizontally shifted U-shape layout with 8-ary 3-stage Clos topology (Fig.
5·1(b)). Average (maximum) power reduction is 1.03 W (2.05 W ), 72.7% (96.3%).
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(b) Vertically shifted U-shape layout with 8-ary 3-stage Clos topology (Fig.
5·1(c)). Average (maximum) power reduction is 0.80 W (1.47 W ), 65.8% (90.3%).
Figure 5·11: Comparison of average resonant frequency difference
among ring groups for different PNoC logical topology and physical
layout combinations between RingAware and FreqAlign. The PNoC
cases and tuning power reduction of FreqAlign+AFT compared to
RingAware+AFT are shown in captions of subfigures.
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(c) W-shape layout with 16-ary 3-stage Clos topology (Fig. 5·1(d)). Average
(maximum) power reduction is 1.63 W (3.47 W ), 30.1% (82.7%).
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(d) Chain-shape layout with 8-ary 3-stage Clos topology (Fig. 5·1(e)). Average
(maximum) power reduction is 0.92 W (1.8 W ), 70.3% (77.9%).
Figure 5·11: Comparison of average resonant frequency difference
among ring groups for different PNoC logical topology and physical
layout combinations between RingAware and FreqAlign. The PNoC
cases and tuning power reduction of FreqAlign+AFT compared to
RingAware+AFT are shown in captions of subfigures.
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Figure 5·12: Runtime optical frequency difference trace for transient
case with large temporal on-chip temperature gradients prior to apply-
ing tuning methods.
3-stage PNoC, respectively. Thus, FreqAlign is more adaptive to different PNoC
logical topology and physical layout combinations.
Transient Resonance Frequency Investigation
To compare the transient behavior of RingAware and FreqAlign, we conduct a test case
where the target system has a large temporal temperature gradient during operation.
We use HPLP (shock + lu cont) as the jobs and let them run alternately. We use
the U-shape layout and 8-ary 3-stage Clos topology for the many-core system and
set the initial temperatures of all units at 65 oC, so RingAware and FreqAlign have
the same starting point. We also limit the running time to be 1000 ms. Figure 5·12
shows the maximum optical frequency difference between the target frequency and
the optical frequencies of ring groups and on-chip laser sources for this test case prior
to applying tuning methods. We observe that at first RingAware results in lower
frequency difference than FreqAlign. This is because RingAware has a more even
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Figure 5·13: Floorplan of a 2× 4 system.
workload distribution than FreqAlign. However, such a distribution causes the inner
ring groups to be hotter than the outer ring groups. As the time progresses and
the system enters its steady state, the resonant frequency difference of RingAware
increases. On the other hand, FreqAlign achieves much lower resonant frequency
difference. The jittering during shock (128) and variation during lu cont (128) in the
traces are caused by applications going through different phases during execution.
FreqAlign reduces the amount of optical frequency that the on-chip laser sources
need to be tuned compared to RingAware. Since scientific applications usually have
long running times (minutes or hours), which is sufficient for the system to enter
steady state, using FreqAlign can achieve lower resonant frequency difference than
RingAware in general.
5.3.4 Comparison with Optimal Workload Allocation
An important issue, which is difficult to address in the context of heuristics for NP-
hard optimizations, is the degree of suboptimality of heuristic solutions. To offer some
insight into the quality of FreqAlign workload allocation solutions relative to optimal
solutions, we have studied the various heuristics on a smaller chip architecture (a 2×4-
core system with two ring groups placed on the two shorter opposite edges, as shown
in Fig. 5·13). This is because finding the optimal solution is practically infeasible for
larger systems (N ! workload allocation solutions for a fully utilized N -core system).
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Figure 5·14: Ranking percentile of FreqAlign, RingAware and Clus-
tered that indicates the ranking of these workload allocation algorithm
among all possible workload allocation solutions for ten randomly gen-
erated power profiles (varying from 0.4 W to 2.8 W ) for cores.
For the 2×4 system, we run all 10080 workload allocation solutions (10080 = 8!/4 after
accounting for horizontal and vertical symmetries) for ten power profiles generated
by picking power numbers randomly between 0.4 W and 2.8 W for each core. On
average, FreqAlign results in lower resonant frequency difference between two ring
groups than 87.7% of all workload allocation solutions, while RingAware outperforms
69.3% of all workload allocation solutions, as shown in Fig. 5·14. This suggests that
FreqAlign returns solutions that are substantially closer to optimal than those of
RingAware. We leave the closing of this suboptimality gap for future research.
5.4 Design-time Power Management Through Laser Source
Placement
In addition to runtime thermal management, design-time choices also impact the
on-chip thermal conditions and PNoC power. For example, laser source power, one
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of the major components of PNoC power, significantly depends on the routing of
waveguides and the placement of router groups in a many-core system. Thus, we
also design techniques in floorplanning and placing on-chip silicon-photonic devices
to reduce PNoC power.
This section describes our on-chip laser source placement and sharing strategies.
We first present the laser source model we use to evaluate the laser source operating
regimes. We then discuss the tradeoffs among laser source optical output power,
wall-plug efficiency (WPE) and temperature, followed by the proposed methodology
to determine the sharing and placement of on-chip laser sources for minimizing laser
source power.
5.4.1 Laser source power model
A laser source’s power consumption depends on its input current and operating tem-
perature. A laser source takes electrical input power and converts a portion of it to
optical output power. The ratio of optical output power (Po) to electrical input power
(PIN) is named as laser source WPE (ηWPE):
ηWPE =
Po
PIN
, (5.5)
Po = ηiηd
hc
λq
(I − Ith), (5.6)
where ηi and ηd are the laser source internal efficiency and differential quantum ef-
ficiency, respectively; h, c and q are Planck’s constant, the speed of light, and the
elementary electric charge, respectively; λ is the laser source operating wavelength; I
and Ith are the drive and threshold currents, respectively (Coldren et al., 2012).
The electrical input power of a laser source is the product of the input current
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and the total voltage across the laser source’s terminals and can be calculated as:
PIN = I
2Rs + IVd, (5.7)
where Rs is the laser source series resistance and Vd represents the diode voltage.
For semiconductor laser sources, Po has a strong dependence on temperature.
Fortunately, simple empirical formulae match well with the measured characteristics
of many different semiconductor diode laser sources (Coldren et al., 2012).
Ith = I
0
the
T/T0 , (5.8a)
ηd = η
0
de
−T/Tη , (5.8b)
where T0 and Tη are the characteristic temperatures of the threshold current and
the differential quantum efficiency, respectively, and I0th and η
0
d are the threshold
current and the differential quantum efficiency projected to a reference temperature.
Additionally, the diode voltage Vd is determined through the Shockley diode equation:
Vd =
kBT
q
ln
(
I
Is
)
, (5.9)
where kB is the Boltzmann constant and Is is the reverse bias saturation current. By
substituting Eqs. (5.8) and (5.9) into Eqs. (5.6) and (5.7), simple relationships are
expressed for the dependence of WPE on operating temperature. This model is well
established and the parameters are extracted from measurement results (Hu et al.,
1994b; Hu et al., 1994a). We consider a strained InP -based multi-quantum well laser
source structure.
5.4.2 Laser source power, efficiency and temperature tradeoffs
Since laser source power and WPE strongly depend on the input current and the
operating temperature, for energy-efficient computing, it is essential to operate a laser
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Figure 5·15: (a) P-I characteristics of a laser source, (b) WPE vs.
input current, and (c) WPE vs. laser source lengths at various temper-
atures.
source at its highest possible efficiency. The following discussion provides insights
on finding a laser source’s optimal operation point (i.e., a set of input current and
operating temperature).
The P-I characteristic (the optical output power of a laser source versus the input
current) of the target laser source under various temperatures is shown in Fig. 5·15a.
It shows that the threshold current Ith increases along with temperature while the
laser optical output power decreases with increment in temperature for a given input
current. For a fixed temperature, as the input current increases, the WPE initially
increases, reaches a peak value and then decreases, as shown in Fig. 5·15b. The peak
efficiency decreases at higher temperature as expected from the laser source power
model (Eqs. 5.8). Thus, it is preferred to keep the laser source operating at a low
temperature and ensure that the input current is at the value where the WPE is
maximized. In addition to input current and operating temperature, a laser source’s
dimension also impacts its WPE. Figure 5·15c shows the relationship between WPE
and laser source length under various temperatures. We fix the laser source width at
50 µm while vary the laser source length from 200 µm to 700 µm. We can observe
from Fig. 5·15c that a 300 µm long laser source has the highest efficiency at all
temperatures. This is because for short cavity length, high-order effects result in a
reduction of the carrier density above threshold, which in turn decreases ηi. For long
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Figure 5·16: Laser source temperature vs. electrical input power for
a 300 µm × 50 µm laser source.
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Figure 5·17: Wall-plug efficiency vs. optical output power by the laser
source for different granularities of sharing while a background logical
layer operates at 0.4 W per core (a) and 0.7 W per core (b).
cavity length, ηd dominates and the efficiency decreases. Based on this model, we
select a 300 µm × 50 µm laser source for the following analysis.
To determine the impact of electrical input power on laser source temperature,
we ran thermal simulations for a 256-core system with each core consuming 0.4 W ,
0.5 W , 0.6 W and 0.7 W of power. The laser sources are placed on a separate layer
on top of the logic layer that contains cores and caches. As shown in Fig. 5·16, as
electrical input power increases, the laser source temperature increases, and the WPE
decreases in return. The increase in core power also increases the temperature of the
laser source, which further lowers the WPE.
Based on the power-temperature-efficiency tradeoffs of the laser source, Fig. 5·17
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shows the laser source efficiency and electrical input power as a function of optical
output power of laser sources for two scenarios – one where each core has 0.4 W
power and the second where each core has 0.7 W . The required optical output power
from a laser depends on the optical loss in the photonic link being driven by that
laser source. For 0.4 W case, Fig. 5·17a shows that the optimal operation point is
a laser output power of 23 mW per wavelength, where the laser source has its peak
efficiency of 8.2% and an electrical input power of 268 mW . When every core’s power
is 0.7 W , the optimal laser output power is still approximately 23 mW , but the laser
efficiency decreases to 6.2% due to the higher operating temperature, which results in
an electrical input power of 355 mW . This analysis demonstrates that the electrical
input power of a laser source increases along with core power consumption. Hence,
it is essential to consider system power profile for laser source power reduction.
As shown in Fig. 5·17, a laser source outputs a specific optical output power at its
maximum efficiency. Depending on the optical power required per λ and the applied
laser technology, it may be desirable to share laser source output power across two
or more waveguides. In the next section, we investigate the impact of laser source
sharing on the total laser source power consumption. We assume the sharing of one
laser source among multiple waveguides is done by splitting the emitted lightwave
from the laser source (the corresponding optical loss is 0.2 dB/split).
5.4.3 On-chip laser source sharing and placement strategy
To determine the sharing and placement of laser sources in a many-core system, we
propose a cross-layer approach where we jointly consider the NoC bandwidth con-
straints driven by the target applications, thermal constraints driven by the power of
cores and laser sources, and physical layout constraints driven by the losses in silicon-
photonic devices. Following the flow in Fig. 5·2, we can determine the number of
silicon-photonic links, i.e., number of wavelengths required by the target system. The
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chosen logical topology for an NoC can be mapped to several different layouts (Batten
et al., 2013). We identify various potential physical layouts of PNoC with three candi-
date schemes for the on-chip laser source placement and sharing – 1) all laser sources
are placed locally next to the router with each laser source emitting one wavelength
for one waveguide (no sharing); 2) all laser sources are placed locally next to the
router with each laser source emitting one wavelength that is shared across multiple
waveguides; and 3) all laser sources are placed along the chip edge with each laser
source emitting one wavelength shared by two or more waveguides. For a fixed set of
physical layout and bandwidth per channel, based on the on-chip thermal conditions
and the laser source power model, we use the placement and sharing scheme with the
lowest laser source power among the three candidates.
5.4.4 Case Studies
In this section, we present two case studies to show how the sharing and placement
of laser sources change with logical topologies and physical layouts. We assume the
target system bisection bandwidth is 512 GB/s, and each core is consuming 0.7 W
power. We use the described laser source power model to calculate laser source WPE
and power. Since the waveguide propagation optical loss is the major component of
total optical loss, we vary the per unit length (cm) waveguide loss in the analysis to
provide an insight for waveguide selection when designing PNoCs.
Laser source placement and sharing across various logical topologies
First, we look into the impact of logical topologies on the choice of on-chip laser
source placement and sharing scheme. Figure 5·18a shows the total electrical input
power of laser sources for an 8-ary 3-stage Clos topology for different placements of
laser sources. There are 64 photonic channels connecting the 1st and 2nd stage of
routers and another 64 connecting the 2nd and 3rd stage of routers. The detailed
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Figure 5·18: Total laser power vs. waveguide loss for various sharing
scenarios and placements of on-chip laser sources. (a) and (b) compare
various topologies with U-shaped layout. (b) and (c) compare various
layouts for 16-ary 3-stage Clos topology. We assume each core in the
logical layer consumes a power of 0.7 W .
specifications of the 8-ary 3-stage Clos are given in Table 5.6. The photonic channels
are mapped to a U-shaped layout shown in Fig. 5·1. For a typical waveguide loss of
2 dB/cm, 0.15 mW of optical output power per wavelength is required. If local laser
sources are not shared, the efficiency of each local laser source for 0.15 mW optical
output power is 0.12%. This results in a total electrical input power for laser sources
of 243 W (119 mW per laser source).
Given that the routers in the 1st, 2nd and 3rd stage of the Clos network are placed
next to each other, we can share the local laser sources among the 16 photonic chan-
nels, whereby the optical output power of a laser source is split and routed into the
waveguides associated with these photonic channels. Such sharing mechanism in-
creases the total optical output power of each local laser source, and thus, improves
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its WPE. For this particular example, each one of the 16 photonic channels is mapped
to a waveguide with 16 λ per photonic channel, i.e. 16 λ per waveguide. If each laser
source is shared across these 16 waveguides, the total optical output power is 2.4 mW
for each λ, which corresponds to a laser source efficiency of 1.3% and a total electrical
input power of 23.63 W (185 mW per laser source).
For the laser source considered in this study, the maximum efficiency is achieved at
an optical output power of 23 mW . To use a laser source that outputs 23 mW optical
power, we propose to place laser sources along the chip edge and share them among
all waveguides. In this case, the optical output power required for each waveguide is
0.18 mW for each λ. This value is higher than local share scheme because average
waveguide propagation loss increases with lengths of waveguides. We share 16 laser
sources (1 for each λ) across 128 waveguides so that they can operate at 6.38%
efficiency. This results in a total electrical input power of the lasers of 5.74 W (359
mW per laser source).
As the waveguide loss per cm increases, the total required optical output power in-
creases. In the case of local non-shared laser sources, this increment in optical output
power improves WPE. As a result, the total electrical input power does not increase
significantly. In the case of local shared laser sources, such increase in optical output
power drives the WPE towards the peak value. Hence, similar to local non-shared
laser sources, there is only a marginal increment in the total electrical input power.
The layout with laser sources located along the edge has longer waveguides, and so the
optical loss increases significantly when waveguide propagation loss increases, which
in turn lowers the WPE. Overall, if the waveguide loss is low (< 3 dB/cm), using
edge-placed shared laser sources is the best option. If the waveguide loss is high (>
3 dB/cm), placing shared laser sources locally is beneficial.
For the same 256-core target system, we could use a 16-ary 3-stage Clos network
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Table 5.6: Architectural-level parameters for three tested PNoCs. U-
shaped and W-shaped layouts are shown in Fig. 5·1.
Logical
topology
Physical
layout
Dimension Concen-
tration
λ/Channel Number of
channels
Clos U-shaped 8-ary 3-stage 4 16 128
Clos U-shaped 16-ary 3-stage 1 4 512
Clos W-shaped 16-ary 3-stage 1 4 512
for less contention among cores at the input of each router. This 16-ary 3-stage Clos
topology has 48 routers (16 routers in each stage) with each router in the 1st and
3rd stage connected to 16 cores (one core per router input). This network topology
requires a total of 512 channels. To match the bisection bandwidth of this topology
with the 8-ary 3-stage Clos, each channel needs four λ, and the system has a total of
128 waveguides with four channels (four λ for each channel) sharing one waveguide
(16 λ in each waveguide). In general, the trends for the electrical input power of the
laser for the 16-ary 3-stage Clos are similar to the trends for the 8-ary 3-stage Clos.
One exception is that the electrical input power for the case using shared local laser
sources is higher for the 16-ary 3-stage topology due to the decrease in the degree of
sharing of laser sources.
Overall, the best sharing and placement of on-chip laser sources depend on the
network topology. For example, at 3.5 dB/cm waveguide loss, for 8-ary 3-stage Clos
topology mapped to U-shape physical layout, using shared local laser sources min-
imizes the electrical input power, while for 16-ary 3-stage Clos using shared laser
sources located along the edge is the better choice. On the other hand for a 2 dB/cm
waveguide loss, shared local laser sources are preferable for all three logical topologies.
Laser source placement and sharing across various physical layouts
Depending on alternate power, performance and area design constraints, the place-
ment and routing tools may generate physical layouts that are different from the
U-shaped layout that we considered in the earlier subsection. The choice of laser
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source sharing and placement changes with a change in the physical layout. For ex-
ample, mapping the 16-ary 3-stage Clos topology to a W-shaped layout (see Fig. 5·1)
increases optical waveguide losses, and hence the electrical input power required for a
laser source. Figure 5·18c shows the total electrical input power for the lasers varying
with waveguide loss per cm for the 16-ary 3-stage Clos with W-shaped layout, respec-
tively. Similar to the U-shaped layout, for low waveguide loss shared laser sources
placed along the edge are preferable, while for high waveguide loss shared local laser
sources are preferable. The crossover point (i.e., where the choice of laser source
placement and sharing changes from shared laser sources placed along the edge to
shared laser source placed locally) is different for the two layouts. For the 16-ary
3-stage Clos topology, the crossover points are 3.6 dB/cm and 2.2 dB/cm for the
U-shaped and W-shaped layouts, respectively.
5.5 Design-time Thermal Management Through PNoC Floor-
planning
Placing laser sources on-chip and sharing them among waveguides is not the only
way to reduce laser source power consumption. Since the total optical loss primarily
comes from waveguide propagation loss, crossing loss, and bending loss, the routing
of waveguides among computation clusters also plays an important role. In this
section, we propose a cross-layer optimization of PNoC and core cluster floorplan
for many-core systems. Our technique takes a many-core system’s parameters (e.g.,
number of cores, core parameters, aspect ratio) as input and output a floorplan with
the lowest PNoC power consumption. The core of our technique is a mixed-integer
linear programming (MILP) formulation that minimizes PNoC power, including (1)
laser source power due to propagation, bending, and crossing losses; (2) electrical and
electrical-optical-electrical conversion power; and (3) thermal tuning power.
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5.5.1 MILP-Based PNoC Floorplan Optimization
Our floorplan optimization comprehends the many-core chip and the PNoC as follows
(see Fig. 5·19). In the chip, cores are grouped together to form tiles. All commu-
nication within a tile is local (i.e., does not go through the PNoC) and electrical.
In the studies reported below, we assume a fixed bandwidth of 512 GB/s for the
PNoC (Chen et al., 2014). We also assume an 8-ary 3-stage Clos logical topology
of the PNoC. The PNoC consists of router groups, each assigned to a set of tiles
that constitute a cluster. All communication among tiles within a given cluster and
among routers in the same router group goes through electrical links. Two router
groups across clusters communicate with each other using an optical link. The con-
nection from one router group to another is called a net, which we must route legally
within the routing graph. Implicitly, the studies reported below consider monolithic
integration (Orcutt et al., 2012; Georgas et al., 2014) (as opposed to TSV-based
stacked-die integration) of the photonic components with serpentine routing of all
waveguides together (due to the cost of the trenches on the die). We assume on-chip
laser sources are placed next to the router groups on a separate layer (Chen et al.,
2014) where the link begins and ends.
Notation Used in the MILP
Table 5.1 gives parameters and notations that we use in formalizing our MILP. The
PNoC is defined by the locations of each router group in the set C, the orientations of
their corresponding clusters, and the specific waveguides used to connect the router
groups according to the topology implied by the set of nets N . As shown in Fig.
5·19, each router group is associated with a rectangular cluster of tiles around it. The
cluster can be oriented vertically or horizontally, with the router group itself at the
cluster’s geometric center. A is the set of all available edges in the routing graph,
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where avrq (resp. ahrq) denotes a vertical edge from vertex (r, q) to (r + 1, q) (resp.
a horizontal edge from vertex (r, q) to (r, q + 1)). N is the predefined set of nets
connecting the router groups according to the logical topology of the PNoC. Each net
n has a given source cluster sn and sink cluster tn, where sn, tn ∈ C.
Formal MILP Statement
We minimize a objective function (Equation (5.10)) that is a weighted combination
of the PNoC area and power, where α and β are user-specified scaling factors.
Minimize: α · PPNoC + β · AREAPNoC (5.10)
Subject to: ∑
r∈R,q∈Q,f∈{0,1}
γ cfrq = 1, ∀c ∈ C, γ cfrq ∈ {0, 1} (5.11)
ocrq =
∑
r′∈R,q′∈Q,f∈0,1
ofr′q′(r, q)γ
c
fr′q′ , ∀c ∈ C (5.12)∑
c∈C
ocrq ≤ 1, ∀q ∈ Q, r ∈ R (5.13)
2vnrq − enhrq−1 − envr−1q − enhrq − envrq −
∑
f∈0,1
γ snfrq −
∑
f∈0,1
γ tnfrq = 0,
∀n ∈ N, r ∈ R, q ∈ Q
(5.14)
rc =
∑
r∈R,q∈Q,f∈0,1
r · γ cfrq, qc =
∑
r∈R,q∈Q,f∈0,1
q · γ cfrq, ∀c ∈ C (5.15)
fc =
∑
r∈R,q∈Q,f∈0,1
f · γ cfrq, ∀c ∈ C (5.16)
Structural Constraints
A number of constraints enforce proper structure of the core cluster placement
and the PNoC routing. Using the 0-1 indicator variable γ cfrq, Equation (5.11) ensures
that exactly one vertex (r, q) and one orientation (horizontal or vertical) are chosen
for each router group c. Equation (5.15) captures the vertex (rc, qc) in the routing
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Figure 5·19: (a) Example of chip floorplan to illustrate our terminol-
ogy. (b) A vertex and its surrounding edges in the routing graph. (c)
3-stage Clos topology with 8 router groups per stage.
graph where the router group c is placed, and Equation (5.16) captures the orientation
fc of the cluster of router group c.
Equation (5.12) captures which tiles on a chip are occupied by which cluster. A
given ocrq indicates whether tile (r, q) is occupied by the cluster of router group c.
ofr′q′(r, q) is a pre-calculated two-dimensional array that indicates whether tile (r, q)
would be occupied by a cluster of a router group placed at (r′, q′) with orientation f .
The array has an entry of one at each location that is occupied, and zero everywhere
else. Equation (5.13) enforces the constraint that no tile on the chip can belong to
more than one cluster. This ensures legal placement of clusters. If a tile is not in
the footprint of any placed cluster (implying whitespace in the floorplan, e.g., for
components other than the cores that communicate through the PNoC), for that
tile we will have
∑
c∈C ocrq = 0. Equation (5.14) (Jafari et al., 2009) imposes flow
conservation, i.e., a well-formed path of routing graph edges for each net n from its
source sn to its sink tn. The 0-1 indicator variable v
n
rq captures the use of vertex (r, q)
in the routing of net n; enh/vrq is a 0-1 indicator of whether edge ah/vrq is used in the
routing of net n.
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Equations for Area and Power
The area component of our objective function is determined by the following
constraints. Equation (5.17) uses γ cfrq to identify a binary indicator for the row (xcr)
and column (ycq) the router group c is in. There is only one γ
c
frq that can be non-zero,
and there is only one value in an array of all rows and an array of columns that is
non-zero for each router group. Equations (5.18) and (5.19) indicate which rows and
columns have router groups assigned to them. Router group locations cause extra
area to be taken up in the chip, so by counting the number of rows and columns
that are occupied we can obtain a figure of merit for how much area is required for
photonic components.
xcr =
∑
q∈Q,f∈0,1
γ cfrq, ycq =
∑
r∈R,f∈0,1
γ cfrq ∀c ∈ C (5.17)
usedr =

1 if
∑
c∈C xcr ≥ 1,∀r ∈ R
0 otherwise
(5.18)
usedq =

1 if
∑
c∈C ycq ≥ 1,∀q ∈ Q
0 otherwise
(5.19)
∆H = HC ·
∑
r∈R
usedr (5.20)
∆W = WC ·
∑
q∈Q
usedq (5.21)
AREAPNoC = (H + ∆H) · (W + ∆W )−H ·W (5.22)
The power component of the objective is determined by the following constraints.
We convert Ploss (dbM) to Plaser (mW ) using a piecewise-linear approximation and
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the laser source WPE to obtain the electrical input power required to operate the
laser. Ptuning is the thermal tuning power needed to keep the ring groups at a similar
temperature. Pelectrical is the power required for EOE conversion. Pmodulator, Pdetector,
PSERDES and Pcluster values are obtained from code extracted from DSENT (Sun
et al., 2012).
PPNoC = Plaser + Ptuning + Pelectrical (5.23)
Ploss = Pprop
∑
n∈N
∑
ah/vrq∈A
dnh/vrqe˙
n
h/vrq + Pcross · ncross + Pbend · nbend + Pconstant (5.24)
Pelectrical = Pmodulator + Pdetector + PSERDES + Pcluster (5.25)
Thermal tuning power is proportional to the difference between the thermal impact
of a given router group (θc) and the maximum thermal impact (θmax) over all router
groups. Equation (5.26) calculates the thermal impact of each router group using
the power profile of the system, with each tile’s power level contributing a thermal
weight wr′q′(r, q) to the router group at (r, q). Given that θc is a product of two binary
variables, we must linearize it using the following technique.
θc =
∑
r∈R,q∈Q,f∈0,1,r′∈R,q′∈Q
γ cfrq · wr′q′(r, q) · pr′q′ , ∀c ∈ C (5.26)
pr′q′ =
∑
c∈C
ocr′q′ · pc, ∀r′ ∈ R, q′ ∈ Q, pc is fixed (5.27)
Ptuning = P
0
tuning
∑
c∈C
(θmax − θc) (5.28)
Accounting for Optical Bends and Crossings
We include the bends and crossings in routing solutions. The 0-1 indicator SV nrq
(respectively, SHnrq) captures the existence of a straight vertical (respectively, hori-
zontal) route through vertex (r, q) for net n. We derive SV nrq and SH
n
rq from e
n
h/vrq.
SV nrq ≤ envr−1q; SV nrq ≤ envrq; SV nrq ≥ envr−1q + envrq − 1, ∀n ∈ N, r ∈ R, q ∈ Q (5.29)
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SHnrq ≤ enhrq−1; SHnrq ≤ enhrq; SHnrq ≥ enhrq−1 + enhrq − 1, ∀n ∈ N, r ∈ R, q ∈ Q
(5.30)
To account properly for all bends in the routing solution, we define a 0-1 indicator
Brq to capture the existence of a bend at vertex (r, q), and Bˆrq as a binary indicator
for a vertex used with no bends. SHrq, SVrq, and vrq respectively indicate straight
vertical routes, straight horizontal routes, and vertex used at each (r, q) coordinate,
for the superposition of all routed nets n ∈ N . Finally, we add the number of bends
across all (r, q) to obtain the total number of bends in the routing solution.
Bˆrq ≤ SHrq + SVrq; Bˆrq ≥ SHrq; Bˆrq ≥ SVrq;
Brq + Bˆrq − vrq +
∑
c∈C,f∈0,1
γ cfrq = 0, ∀r ∈ R, q ∈ Q
(5.31)
nbend =
∑
q∈Q,r∈R
Brq (5.32)
We also include all straight-straight crossings in our power loss equation, using the
same variables. The 0-1 indicator variable CRrq captures the existence of a crossing
at vertex (r, q), enabling us to obtain the total number of crossings across all (r, q).
CRrq ≥ SHrq + SVrq − 1; CRrq ≤ SHrq; CRrq ≤ SVrq
∀r ∈ R, q ∈ Q
(5.33)
ncross =
∑
q∈Q,r∈R
CRrq (5.34)
MILP Instance Complexity and Scalability
Using the notation and from the formulation given above, the complexity of an in-
stance of our MILP is as follows.
• The number of variables: 8NRQ+ 3CRQ+ 4RQ+ C + CR2Q2.
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Figure 5·20: The floorplan optimization flow.
• The number of constraints: 3CR2Q2 +NRQ+ 14RQ+ 5C + 1.
For a typical instance that we study in the experiments reported below, C = 8, R = 8,
Q = 8 and N = 7, implying 38152 variables and 99689 constraints. Both the number
of variables and the number constraints have terms that scale (i) linearly with the
number of router groups, and (ii) quadratically with the number of tiles (RQ). If we
assume that the number of cores per tile is fixed, then these parameters respectively
translate to (i) the number of cores, and (ii) the size of the chip. For instances of this
complexity, runtimes of ILOG CPLEX v12.5.1 (CPLEX, 2012) range from 10 seconds
to several minutes on a 2.8 GHz Xeon server.
Optimization Flow
The key details of our optimization flow and setup are as follows.
(1) Our floorplan optimizer takes as input a .param file with the following contents:
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TILE
1 1
1 1 1 1
1 1
0.5
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.250.250.250.25
0.5
0.5
0.50.50.5
0.50.50.5
0.5 0.50.50.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
Router Group Locations
(0, 0) Σ = 8.25 Σ = 10
(NQ-1, NR-1)
(a) (b) (c) (d)
(r, q) value
(1, 1) 8.25
(1, 2) 9
(1, 3) 8.25
(2, 1) 9
(2, 2) 10
(3, 3) 8.25
Figure 5·21: Core impact matrix generation: (a) illustrative floorplan
with 16 tiles (64 cores) and nine potential router group positions; (b)
sample core impact calculation for router group (1,3); (c) sample core
impact calculation for router group (2,2); (d) a 1x9 core impact array
generated for the floorplan.
(i) CoreParams (Ncores, Wcore, Hcore, Core Power); (ii) AspectRatio (ARmin, ARmax);
and (iii) OpticalParams (loss mechanisms, waveguide dimensions and spacing, ring
dimensions and spacing, and photodetector sensitivity).
(2) Since it is not practical to run HotSpot inside a high-dimensional optimization, and
MILP approach is fundamentally incompatible with running a thermal simulation “in
the loop”, we work around this issue by pre-characterizing a core impact matrix that
captures the steady-state temperature impact of each running core on each possible
router group location. The core impact matrix contains the thermal impact in K/W
due to a 1 W core at each core location. We assume a linear superposition of core
impacts due to all cores to calculate a final temperature at each vertex. We compare
the temperature profile based on superposition with the data from HotSpot (with all
the cores active simultaneously) and confirm less than 3% error.
(3) We extract code from DSENT (Sun et al., 2012) distribution to calculate the EOE
power (modulator, detector, SERDES) and the electrical power for the NoC within
the clusters. For the link bandwidths considered in our analysis (Table 5.7), we
leverage DSENT’s capability to perform datapath power optimization by balancing
insertion loss and extinction ratio with modulator/receiver and laser power.
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Table 5.7: Experimental configurations studied.
#cores Clos size
(chip AR,
cluster AR)
optical
datarate
(Gbps)
#waveguides
64
8-ary
(1 core/tile)
(1:1,1:2), (1:4,1:2)
8 8,16,32,64,128
4 16,32,64,128
2 32,64,128
128
8-ary
(2 core/tile)
(1:2,1:1), (1:2,1:4)
8 8,16,32,64,128
4 16,32,64,128
2 32,64,128
256
8-ary
(4 core/tile)
(1:1,1:2), (1:1,1:8)
8 8,16,32,64,128
4 16,32,64,128
2 32,64,128
16-ary
(1 core/tile)
(1:1,1:1), (1:1,1:4),
(1:4,1:1), (1:4,1:4)
8 32,64,128
4 64,128
2 128
5.5.2 Experimental Results and Discussion
Simulation Infrastructure
To test our optimization model, we use the same core architecture and technology
assumption for many-core systems as the one in Section 5.1.1. We use HotSpot’s
default configuration, but scale the heat spreader and heat sink lengths to be 2X and
4X the longest chip side length, respectively, for each floorplan. We also modify the
configuration file in DSENT to match our experiments as follows: 22 nm technology;
1 GHz operating frequency; 2, 4, 8 Gbps link data rates for all the test cases; 3-stage
8-ary Clos or 3-stage 16-ary Clos topology according to different test cases; 64, 128,
or 256 cores according to different test cases.
Design of Experiments
From above, our optimizer finds the optimal packing of clusters and routing of waveg-
uides, based on given design inputs. To validate our optimization approach over a
large design space, we use a set of configurations shown in Table 5.7. We consider
WPE values of 5% and 15%, for current and future on-chip laser sources, respectively.
Workloads are intrinsically different from each other, which leads to potential
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Figure 5·22: Six power profiles studied. Darker tiles indicate higher
power cores.
Table 5.8: Losses in PNoCs.(Joshi et al., 2009)
Loss Mechanism Loss Contribution
Splitter Through Loss 0.2 dB per split
Waveguide Propagation Loss 2 dB per cm
Waveguide Crossing Loss 0.05 dB per crossing
Ring Drop Loss 1.5 dB per wavelength per ring
Ring Insertion Loss 0.1 dB per wavelength per ring
Ring Through Loss 0.01 dB per wavelength per ring
Photodetector Loss 0.1 dB per photodetector
Merge Loss 5 dB per merge
variations in their power profiles. Especially in a many-core system, it is common to
have multi-program workloads and thus imbalanced power profiles (Lu et al., 2015;
Coskun et al., 2008). Also, the emergence of heterogeneous systems exacerbates
the imbalance within the power profiles. Thus, optimizing for known imbalances in
power profiles may work as a viable goal for many real-life systems. Our experiments
consider the power profiles in Fig. 5·22(a)-(f). We include these power profiles in our
design of experiments to demonstrate that the optimal floorplan is sensitive to the
power profile, and that designers can potentially determine the floorplan based on a
power profile of a use case or combination of use cases (average, weighted-average, or
worst-case). We assume the optical loss coefficients listed in Table 5.8.
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Figure 5·23: Accumulated thermal weight profile and optimal floor-
plan vs. Ncores.
Results and Discussion
In all cases that we consider, the logical topology is a chain from router group c = 0 to
router group c = |C|, with |N | = |C|−1 nets. Figure 5·23 shows how the accumulated
thermal weight profile and the optimal floorplan vary with change in Ncores for a given
NoC topology, optical data rate and number of waveguides. We see that although
waveguide lengths increase with Ncores, the required thermal tuning power tends to
flatten out in larger chips due to more symmetry.
Figure 5·24 shows how the thermal weight profile and floorplan vary with the
aspect ratio (AR) of the chip. In general, a skewed chip AR leads to a larger periphery,
creating more asymmetry in the thermal weight profile as shown in Fig. 5·24(a), but
at the same time allowing for a shorter waveguide length.
Figure 5·25 shows the thermal weight profiles and floorplans for the different
power profiles described in Fig. 5·22. We note that the PNoC power varies by nearly
1.7X across the different power profiles. We also note that the optimal floorplans vary
when we change WPE from 5% to 15%. A poorer laser source efficiency tends to favor
the U-shaped floorplan. In comparison to a baseline vertical U-shaped floorplan, the
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Figure 5·24: Accumulated thermal weight profile and optimal floor-
plan vs. AR.
floorplan in Fig. 5·25(e) saves up to 15% power under the heterogeneous power profile
in Fig. 5·22(e).
From our experiments, we arrive at the following general conclusions.
• Both thermal tuning power and laser power are important sources of power
in the PNoC. Sensitivity to thermal weight profiles is especially important for
cases with better WPE.
• Larger chips present an economy of scale for the PNoC power due to the more
symmetric thermal weight profiles of larger chips.
• Skewed chip aspect ratios provide larger periphery and create asymmetry in the
thermal weight profiles.
• The maximum achievable optical data rate is always preferred.
• It is important to consider different power profiles during the design time, since
heterogeneous power profiles expose inherent weaknesses to certain router group
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Figure 5·25: Accumulated thermal weight profile on the first row, and
optimal floorplan with WPE of 5% and 15% on the second and third
row respectively for power profiles (a) - (f) in Figure 5·22.
locations. Being thermally aware of runtime management issues during floor-
plan optimization provides a key cross-layer advantage to such an optimization.
Weighting the power profiles based on duty cycle and benchmarking metrics
could provide a way to choose an optimal floorplan that is aware of the hetero-
geneous runtime power profiles.
• Allowing for power weights associated with clusters provides an additional knob
to investigate the best mix and locations for high- and low-performance clusters,
and the impact of dark silicon considerations on the optimal floorplan.
5.6 Summary
PNoC is a promising replacement for ENoC in many-core systems. Adoption of
PNoC relies on developing techniques that efficiently manage the thermal conditions
(indirectly manage the optical frequencies) of the optical devices. In this chapter, we
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present our work on both runtime and design-time thermal management of many-core
systems with PNoC.
Our runtime thermal management technique contains a workload allocation policy
coupled with an adaptive tuning technique to align the optical frequencies of on-chip
laser sources and ring resonators. Our proposed technique can jointly compensate
for the difference in the optical frequency due to thermal and process variations,
which in turn reduces the power consumed in localized thermal tuning. This is the
first time resonant frequency matching of on-chip laser sources and ring resonators
has been investigated, and their transient impact considered with dynamic workload
allocation. We demonstrate that the proposed technique reduces the localized tuning
power from 20 W on average to below 1 W and by up to 34.57 W , and it achieves
similar benefits across systems with different PNoC logical topology and physical
layout combinations.
Our design-time thermal/power management includes strategies for on-chip laser
source placement and sharing and optimization for PNoC floorplanning. Our analysis
shows that the choice of on-chip laser source placement and sharing changes with
the choice of logical topology, physical layout and waveguide loss. Additionally, the
optimal PNoC P & R solution is sensitive to thermal weight and power profiles, optical
data rate, number of cores, and chip aspect ratios. Compared to thermally-agnostic
solutions, our technique saves up to 15% PNoC power.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Directions
6.1 Summary of Major Contributions
3D stacking is a promising integration technology that provides more diverse and
flexible system designs for achieving dramatically improved performance and energy
efficiency, especially in multi-/many-core era. It enables integrating a larger number
of on-chip resources as well as stacking dies manufactured using different technologies
(e.g., logic with DRAM or PNoC) into a single chip. However, the potential of 3D
stacking in energy-efficient computing has not been fully exploited due to under-
utilized on-chip resources and high chip temperatures and thermal gradients. The
resource under-utilization leads to unnecessary performance drops, and the varying
thermal conditions endanger the functionality of specific on-chip components (e.g.,
silicon-photonic devices) and increase the system power consumption.
By investigating application-dependent resource needs for on-chip resources and
thermal conditions, this thesis has claimed that intelligent resource/thermal man-
agement is essential for unveiling the true efficiency potential of 3D stacking. The
proposed techniques in this thesis address the urgent needs for low-power, application-
dependent, and cross-layer resource and thermal management for 3D stacked systems.
In this thesis, we have identified workloads’ sensitivity to cache and main mem-
ory architectures. Motivated by varying cache requirements of workloads, we have
first proposed a cache resource pooling architecture (3D-CRP) for 3D homogeneous
systems, where a core is able to pool cache resources from its adjacent layers. In
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3D-CRP, we have designed a policy to allocate workloads within the system and then
assign cache resources between adjacent layers dynamically based on the estimated
performance and power consumption of each core. Using the proposed policy, 3D-
CRP can improve system EDP by 18.8% on average compared to 3D systems with
fixed cache size.
Second, we have applied the concept of resource pooling to on-chip scratchpad
memory in 3D-MMC. We have developed a task-level resource pooling policy to avoid
local resource contention and exploiting the additional resources on other layers of-
fered by 3D stacking. For a memory intensive workload, we can achieve up to 48.9%
performance improvement. In addition, motivated by the diversity on memory ac-
cess patterns among the memory objects within each workload, we have designed a
memory-object-level memory management approach – MOCA. MOCA profiles and
classifies memory objects within each workload based on their sensitivity to mem-
ory bandwidth and access latency, and then allocates these memory objects to their
best-fitting memory modules during runtime. Compared to application-level memory
management, MOCA outperforms by 5.4% in performance and 19% in system ED2P.
Since the NoC bandwidth requirement increases along with the number of on-chip
cores, PNoC is a promising replacement for ENoC in many-core systems. However,
PNoC comes with high power overhead due to process/thermal variations and high
laser source power consumption. This thesis contributes to runtime workload alloca-
tion policies and design-time techniques to counter the thermal challenges in many-
core systems with PNoC. We have provided a detailed analysis on silicon-photonic
devices’ sensitivity to process and thermal variations and performance-power-thermal
tradeoff of on-chip laser sources. Motivated by the thermal requirements of silicon-
photonic devices, we have proposed a workload allocation policy, RingAware, to bal-
ance the temperatures among these devices. We have enhanced RingAware with the
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awareness of both process and thermal variations and proposed FreqAlign, a work-
load allocation policy aiming at balancing the optical frequencies of on-chip silicon-
photonic devices. We have designed Adaptive Frequency Tuning (AFT) technique
to operate in conjunction with FreqAlign so as to lower the localized thermal tuning
power for many-core systems with PNoC. Combining FreqAlign and AFT , we are
able to reduce the thermal tuning power from 20 W on average to below 1 W .
Design-time solutions such as P & R of silicon-photonic links affect PNoC power
substantially. At the design level, we have explored silicon-photonic devices floor-
planning techniques to reduce the PNoC power consumption. We have proposed
placement and sharing schemes of on-chip laser sources to reduce total laser source
power consumption. We have also designed a MILP-based PNoC floorplan opti-
mizer to generate optimized P & R solutions for silicon-photonic devices under given
power profiles. The proposed optimizer saves up to 15% PNoC power compared to
thermally-agnostic floorplanning solutions.
In summary, the proposed techniques in this thesis significantly improve the energy
efficiency of 3D multi-/many-core systems using application-dependent, cross-layer
resource and thermal management. Based on our results, we believe that cumula-
tively, proposed methods in this thesis for cache, memory, NoC, and overall system
management can improve system energy efficiency by several times, compared to
the state-of-the-art. The investigations conducted in this thesis provide insights and
points to open challenges for future research as well.
6.2 Future Research Directions
6.2.1 Heterogeneous Memory Architecture in 3D Systems
We have demonstrated the benefits of heterogeneous memory systems on performance
and energy efficiency using MOCA, however, there are many interesting open research
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challenges. First, integrating heterogeneous memory architecture into 3D stacking
architecture involves several design-time decisions. For example, with the limited
area, the question of what type of memory to stack on top of a logic die arises. There
are several choices: (1) stacking memory modules with low access latency or high
bandwidth, and (2) stacking memory modules with low power consumption. Option
(1) can provide even better memory access time due to the shortened path between
memory and processor, but the high power consumption of such memory modules
may increase the on-chip temperature in return. Option (2) helps with the on-chip
thermal conditions but does not provide benefits for memory-intensive workloads.
There needs to be a thorough and detailed investigation regarding the impact of
different options on the performance and energy efficiency to make the best choice.
Second, the runtime data placement in 3D systems with stacked DRAM also plays
an important role in performance and energy efficiency. For example, for a 3D multi-
core system with stacked memory, if the data placement is centralized to a single
DRAM bank, the access rate of this DRAM bank increases, which in turn raises
its power consumption. As a result, the temperatures of this DRAM bank and the
core (or other logic component) beneath it also increase, which might hit the system
temperature threshold, cause throttling, and decrease the system performance (Meng
and Coskun, 2012). If a 3D system has both on-chip memory and off-chip memory,
there is more flexibility in data placement and on-chip thermal management, which
could potentially provide better performance with lower on-chip temperature.
Another important challenge is to integrate cache heterogeneity together with
main memory heterogeneity. We have showed that cache heterogeneity and memory
heterogeneity can both bring benefits to performance and energy efficiency, however,
there could be even more improvement if they are combined and jointly configured
when running a workload.
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6.2.2 Thermal/Power Management for PNoC with On-chip Laser Sources
and 2.5D Integration
So far, our investigation and work on many-core systems with PNoC are based on
either monolithic integration (in a single layer) or 3D stacking. For a many-core
system, the high power density and the resultant thermal violation may prevent the
system from being fully utilized. 2.5D integration is a promising technology that
enables integrating a heterogeneous set of chiplets onto a silicon interposer, which
alleviate the thermal issues. 2.5D integration provides extra wiring resources in the
interposer, which can be leveraged to provide higher bandwidth connectivity among
the chiplets and improve performance. This integration technology also adds extra
spacing among the chiplets, which can provide more thermal headroom and alleviate
the on-chip thermal challenges. This allows for more aggressive on-chip resource
utilization and claims the potential performance from dark silicon. However, there is
an urgent need for techniques to intelligently organize the chiplets and place them on
the interposer for temperature advantages at the lowest cost.
We have investigated the impact of chiplets organization on the on-chip thermal
conditions. We partition the 256-core system shown in Fig. 5·1 into 16 chiplets,
organize these chiplets in a 4×4 matrix on an interposer, and adjust the spacing among
the chiplets to see the corresponding impact on chip thermal map. Figure 6·1 shows
the thermal map of the tested system for an example benchmark (cholesky) running
with 256 threads at 1 GHz. In single chip case (without using 2.5D integration), the
peak temperature is 124 oC, which is not feasible in real systems due to the violation
of the typical temperature threshold (85 oC). After applying 2.5D integration, as
we increase the spacing between adjacent chiplets from 2 mm to 10 mm, the peak
on-chip temperature decreases from 105 oC to 85 oC, where the system can achieve
maximum possible performance.
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Figure 6·1: Thermal maps of single chip case and 16-chiplet case with
different spacings.
One other benefit of 2.5D integration is the ability of integrating heterogeneous
chiplets on a single interposer. For example, laser sources can be integrated into
a single chiplet and connected to the other logic chiplets through the interposer.
There could also be specialized chiplets for caches or memories. In such cases, the
floorplanning of chiplets becomes extremely important due to its impact on chip
power profiles. A good P&R solution could help reduce the PNoC power consumption
greatly and provide more thermal headrooms for potential performance improvement.
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